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Abstract

There are two ways to represent visual information: photographic and artistic. Photo

graphic approaches attem pt to approxim ate an image despite the l im ita t io n s  of the output 

medium. Traditional halftoning takes a  photorealistic approach. In an artistic rendering 

visual information is interpreted by the artis t and displayed accordingly using the chosen 

medium. The non-photorealistic rendering area of computer graphics develops tools and 

techniques to enable interpretive rendering in digital media.

Texture is cm inevitable artifact of halftoning. The challenge of photorealistic halfton

ing is to preserve image features — tone, edges, and textures — and to hide the halftoning 

texture. To the contrary, in artistic rendering texture is often used as a visual cue and 

an expressive mean. In this thesis I explore the use of halftoning texture to enhance the 

representation of visual information in bo th  photorealistic and interpretive rendering appli

cations. However, this use of texture requires methods and techniques to control texture in 

halftoned images. Thus, the objective of this work is to control the appearance of texture 

in the resulting images.

My technique of texture control is based on previous halftoning algorithms: ordered 

dither and error diffusion. I use the ability of the ordered dither algorithm to define halfton

ing texture through the arrangement of threshold values in its dither matrix. The thesis 

describes two methods of generating d ither matrices: image processing and procedural tex- 

turing. The use of texture based d ither matrices guarantees the appearance of desired 

textures in the halftoned image. The strength of the resulting texture is controlled by 

combining ordered dithering with the error diffusion process.

The ability to define and control texture in the halftoned image leads to the use of 

this texture as an expressive mean in image rendering. A user may introduce a  variety
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of artistic effects into the image. Examples include embossing an image with a  texture or 

text; approximation of traditional art styles and rendering techniques — pencil drawing, 

carving, oil brush painting. The thesis also includes techniques that allow us to map texture 

features to enhance representation of image gradient, 3-D scene information and subjective 

user defined information.

This study is a  contribution to both photorealistic and artistic halftoning of images. It 

is a new approach to non-photorealistic rendering. Unlike previous techniques, interpretive 

halftoning is not limited to any particular style of rendering. Moreover, artistic effects 

generated by previous techniques may be approximated.

Investigation of texture control in halftoning extends photorealistic dithering techniques. 

It turns out that the use of image based dither matrix improves rendering of the original 

image textures and edges. Also, the thesis includes investigation of an image quality measure 

that allows us to analyze halftoned images. This measure is based on multi-scale analysis of 

image edges and thus enables us to quantify edge distortions introduced by the halftoning 

algorithm.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The beauty of the world around us, our thoughts and designs to be shared and documented 

must be put into images. These images are representations of visual information rendered 

despite the limited means of the chosen medium. This thesis deals with rendering of images 

on binary output devises such as black and white monitors or printers. The objective of 

this research is to provide tools to control texture in binary images, thus preserving image 

details and enhancing display with artistic or illustrative elements.

1.1 M otivation  and context

There are two approaches to expression of visual information: photographic and artistic. 

While both approaches share the same goal they treat displayed information in a different 

manner.

The goal of the photographic approach is to copy visual information and to approx

imate it in the target medium. One can take a  photograph of a scene to record visual 

information automatically. Current computer graphics techniques allow us to create pho

torealistic images through modeling of objects and their materials. The resulting images 

must be halftoned into appropriate representation for printing on conventional output hard

ware. These halftoning algorithms create the illusion of multiple shades by a combination 

of black and white dots. The arrangement of dots forms an artificial texture in the resulting 

halftoned image and is called the halftoning layer. Thus, texturing of images is the inher

ent artifact of halftoning dictated by the current limitations of the output hardware. The 

halftoning layer may interfere with display of image tones, edges, and textures. Hence, the 

challenge of photorealistic tone reproduction is to make the halftoning layer less visible.

There is a  fundamental difference between photorealistic and artistic rendering:

a photograph is a trace or a print of reality, whereas painting - even one meeting
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photographic standards of execution - can only be an interpretation. [LS95]

Thus, artistic approach to information display is based on the a rtis t’s interpretation. The 

photographic accuracy can be sacrificed for the clarity of this display. As a  result, not 

only all the information is accounted for in the final image, but also this information is 

interpreted and filtered by the artist.

The challenge of artistic rendering is to select the most essential information and to find 

the best possible representation of it in the chosen medium. The tone reproduction layer — 

e.g. pencil strokes — is not only used for approximation of continuous tone image, it is also 

an additional channel of visual information. Thus, tone reproduction layer is an expressive 

medium tha t is carefully manipulated by an artist to enhance image display.

To summarize, the artistic approach differs from the conventional halftoning approaches 

in the treatm ent of graphics primitives used to create the  illusion of shades and tones. In 

artistic rendering, pencil and brush strokes are used to enhance information display, while 

the goal of conventional tone reproduction is to hide the  halftoning layer.

In both photorealistic and artistic image display graphics primitives form a texture 

layer. The goal of my investigation is to control this tex ture and to use it for the enhance

ment of image display. In the case of artistic halftoning the texture is adjusted to users’ 

interpretation of the scene and thus allows the viewer to  “read between the lines” . In the 

photorealistic display I use textures of the original image to shape the halftoning layer and 

to enhance reproduction of the original image details.

1.2 R esearch  goals

The objective of my research is to enable an artist to  use the halftoning texture as an 

expressive medium in artistic rendering and technical illustration.

The expressive use of halftoning is a departure from conventional methods of tone repro

duction. My approach is to accept the fact that artificial texture is an inherent feature of 

halftoning and to use it as an extra channel of information. Thus, the “straight” mechanical 

reproduction of image features is substituted by interpretive non-photorealistic rendering 

that enhances display of image features and provides additional image information. The 

halftoning texture layer can be used:

• to depict objective information, present or implied by the image. Examples of objec

tive information are image gradient, scene geometry, and illumination. The objective 

of my research is to use texture as a visual cue to enhance the expression of this objec
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tive information. Visual parameters of texture such as direction, scale, and variance 

are used for this purpose;

•  to supply subjective information: artistic, cultural, and emotional. I convey subjective 

information by varying the style of texture and use the semantic meaning of texture 

shape, its resemblance to a  natural material, or a  particular illustration style.

In both cases the goal of interpretive halftoning is to enhance appreciation of image infor

mation by the viewer.

Clearly, the quality of such rendering is hard to estimate: it is not likely we are ever to  

be able to measure hum an emotions! On the o ther hand, one of the goals of my research is 

to outline a framework for an image quality measure suitable for expressive rendering. The 

intend in developing such a  measure is to estim ate the influence of different parameters o f 

a technique on resulting image features. The measure quantifies the appearance of edges 

and textures in the halftoned image.

1.3 O utline o f  th e  approach.

My approach to the expressive rendering in binary media is based on conventional tone 

reproduction techniques: ordered dithering and error diffusion [UU87]. Therefore, unlike 

previous NPR research [WS94, SPR+94, PB94, Elb95] I do not develop a  new tone approx

imation system and use well known halftoning results to control the style and accuracy of 

the display. In particular, I control the shape of the halftoning texture by designing thresh

old matrices with desired properties. I use the resulting matrices to modulate thresholds of 

the error diffusion algorithm, thus controlling the accuracy of tone approximation and the 

contrast of the halftoning texture. 1 utilize current NPR results and adapt texture shape, 

scale and direction to the displayed information. I evaluate my results by quantifying the 

appearance of edges and textures with the edge based image quahty measure.

There are three main parts to the thesis:

In tro d u c tio n  o f  a r b i t r a r y  te x tu re s  into halftoned images by the use of dither matrixes. 

The following approaches to the construction of dither matrixes are investigated:

1. An image based texture is converted into a dither screen using an image process

ing algorithm. This technique allows an artist to introduce textures of natural 

materials: stone, brick, paper, canvas, pencil stroke.
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2. Dither screen is generated procedurally. This approach allows for parameterized 

control of texture shape and generation of un-repeated textures of a desired size 

and scale.

3. Image based and procedural textures are combined into one dither matrix. For 

example, procedural pencil stroke is overplayed over image based paper texture.

The design of d ither matrixes from a wide variety of textures is the comer stone of 

this research. The intended use of multiple texture styles is to convey artistic and 

esthetic image information through the semantic meaning of introduced textures.

A d a p ta tio n  to  im ag e  in fo rm a tio n . The display of images may be enhanced by adapt

ing dithering texture and other halftoning parameters to the interpretation of image 

information. The following types of information are considered:

1. T w o -d im en sio n a l im age in fo rm a tio n : image gradient, edges, textures.

2. T h ree -d im e n s io n a l in fo rm atio n : object geometry and position, scene illumi

nation and camera position.

3. S u b je c tiv e  in fo rm a tio n  supplied by the user: the center of attention, impor

tance of features, completeness (in the case of technical designs).

I develop image based and scene based techniques that enable an artist to modify tex

ture shape, scale, direction, and contrast to the desired information. These techniques 

are applicable to rendering of photographs and computer generated scenes.

Im ag e  q u a lity  m e a su re  for evaluation of the halftoning algorithms. I develop an image 

quality measure tha t is based on multiscale edge analysis. This measure is applicable 

to both photorealistic and interpretive tone reproduction. The objective of the image 

metric study:

• to evaluate halftoning artifacts, such as quantization bands, abrupt changes of 

texture, warm-like dot alignment;

• to estimate distortion of image edges.

These measures are used to study the influence of various halftoning parameters and 

textures on the reproduction of image details.
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1.4 O verview  o f the thesis

My research is an extension of conventional tone reproduction algorithms and is a  new 

approach to non-photorealistic rendering. Thus, the thesis starts from the analysis of 

current results in both fields of computer graphics.

The discussion of the background material (Chapter 2) presents an overview of con

ventional approaches to halftoning. I identify the m ain properties of the human visual 

system that enable us to create an illusion of continuous tones and influence our per

ception of halftoned images. I present the most widely used dithering techniques: 

threshold matrix and error diffusion. The advantages and shortcomings of these ap

proaches are discussed. The chapter is concluded by an analysis of image quahty 

measures used for evaluation of halftoned images.

The current non-photorealistic rendering techniques are presented in Chapter 3. I 

outline objectives of expressive image synthesis and identify three main areas of the 

NPR research:

• approximation of art materials and techniques;

•  development of rendering styles specific to com puter generated images;

•  comprehensive rendering.

I focus the discussion of current NPR results on the rendering of non-photoreahstic 

images for binary displays. I conclude presentation o f the background material by 

pointing out the shortcomings of the existing non-photorealistic rendering approaches.

The general concept and the fundamental texture control techniques common to all 

applications are found in Chapter 4. In particular, this chapter addresses the control 

of texture shape and contrast in halftoned images. My approach is based on the defi

nition of texture shape through the use of threshold matrices in the ordered dithering 

algorithm. I identify essential threshold distribution properties of a dither matrix 

and approximate these properties by an image processing and procedural texturing 

techniques. I combine ordered dithering with the error diffusion algorithm to control 

the contrast of the halftoning texture.

The halftoning texture is used for artistic purposes in  Chapter 5. I adapt texture 

shape, direction, scale and contrast according to the image information. Two ap>- 

proaches to artistic rendering are developed: image based and scene based. Image
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based techniques use image buffers and are applicable to expressive rendering of pho

tographs and 3-D scenes. The scene based approach is specific to 3-D rendering and 

is based on conventional texture mapping.

C hapter 6 discusses the issues of texture control in photorealistic rendering. I apply 

the texture control technique to enhance textures and edges of the halftoned image 

and present a numerical measure of image quality. This measure is based on multiscale 

edge analysis and allows us to quantify image distortions.

The thesis is concluded by the discussion of contributions and limitations of my texture 

control approach.
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Chapter 2

Fundamentals of tone 
reproduction

In order to print continuous tone images we must approximate their intensities with a 

distribution of black and white pixels. The halftoning or dithering approach exploits 

spatial integration properties of the human visual system. That is, an area with 

interspersed black and white pixels is perceived as an intermediate gray tone at a 

distance. The main objective of research in halftoning is then to choose an  effective 

arrangement of black and white dots for an accurate representation of the original 

image.

This chapter presents fundamental principles of halftoning. I start by identifying 

the most relevant properties of the human visual system. I overview the halftoning 

literature and discuss image quality measures used for the evaluation of dithered

images.

2.1 P ro p erties  o f th e  hum an v isu a l system

Halftoning is a  process of approximating continuous tone images by a  combination 

of graphic primitives (e.g. black and white dots of various sizes). The objective 

is to create an illusion of the original image without the introduction of significant 

visual artifacts. While interpretation of images by a viewer is a complex process 

tha t depends on many factors including cultural background and viewing context, the 

successful creation of intended illusions is impossible without an understanding of the 

basic properties of the human visual system. In this section we review characteristics 

of the human vision tha t are relative in the context of halftoning. The full treatm ent
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of this topic can be found [Sny85, Mar79]

Human vision is often modeled as a collection of photo-receptors interconnected into 

receptive fields. Each receptive field is tuned to a certain size, firequency, and orienta

tion of visual stimulus. Any region of the retina contains receptive fields with varying 

properties. Thus, the perception of visual information is based on the combined re

sponse of overlapping receptive fields. The following properties of human perception 

are explained by this model:

• Spatial integration .

Receptive fields act as low pass filters of various sizes. When the input frequency 

becomes higher than the frequency response of these filters, we cannot distinguish 

between individual visual elements. Instead, we perceive the averaged response of 

receptive fields. A halftoned representation of a  gray scale image is possible due 

to this property. W hen a  dithered image is viewed at a  distance, our visual system 

averages the black and white dots of the halftoning layer and the continuous tone 

is perceived.

• C ontrast sen sitiv ity  and edges.

Our perception of brightness and darkness is based on contrast. While we are 

inaccurate in the judgm ent of the absolute lightness, we are able to perceive small 

variations of light intensities between neighboring regions. We think of sharp 

lightness discontinuities as edges. Due to the various sizes of receptive fields 

our visual system can be modeled as a collection of multiscale edge detectors. 

Psychophysical research [Mar79] suggests tha t the analysis of edges at multiple 

scales is a foundation of image understanding. Thus, reproduction of relative 

contrast and an ciccurate depiction of edges is the important goal in the design 

of halftoning algorithms.

• C ontrast sen sitiv ity  and frequency.

Perception of contrast depends on the frequency of tone variations. Contrast sen

sitivity is not uniform and decreases for low and high frequencies. This property 

is im portant to classification of halftoning artifacts. The high frequency “blue” 

noise artifacts are less disturbing to the viewer [UU87].

•  O rientation  tuning.

Sensitivity of the visual system is dependent on orientation of visual stimulus. It 

is the highest in horizontal and vertical direction. In the context of halftoning,

8
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this property suggests tha t alignment of horizontal and vertical artifacts should 

be avoided by orienting graphics primitives in other directions.

These properties of the human visual system help to explain the effects of halftoning. I 

review the main techniques of halftoning in the following section and present numerical 

measures used for evaluation of the resulting images.

2.2 C onventional halfton ing  approaches

The objective of traditional halftoning algorithms is to approximate images w ith pho

tographic accuracy without the introduction of visible zirtifacts. T hat is, a halftoned 

binary image should be perceived in the same way as a  photograph or a  continuous 

tone rendering on a  color monitor. The body of research in photorealistic halftoning 

can be divided into the following classes:

T h resh o ld  m a tr ix  h a lf to n in g  is a  point process. A dither screen is used to  thresh

old an image. Gray scale values of the original image are compared to the dither 

screen elements to determine a binary value of the output.

E r ro r  d iffusion  is a  region based process. Approximation of the pixel in the original 

image depends on the errors accumulated in the approximation of the pixels in 

the neighborhood. Error diffusion algorithms differ in the order of image traversal 

and the size and shape of the neighborhood tha t influences approximation of the 

output pixel.

O p tim iz a tio n  m e th o d s  are based on minimization of approximation errors com

puted using perceptual image quality metrics.

H y b rid  m e th o d s  use some combination of point and neighborhood operations.

Due to the variety of binary display hardware it is im portant to adapt halftoning al

gorithms to the specific properties and limitations of the target output device. Spatial 

resolution and accuracy in setting individual pixels should be considered in the design 

of a halftoning process. Monitors have very limited resolution (typically around 75 

dpi.), but are good at addressing isolated pixels. In the contrast, most printers have 

significantly higher resolution tha t ranges from 300 dpi. to 2400 dpi. Unfortunately, 

many printers are unable to set individual pixels without overlap. This property re

sults in “bleeding” of ink from black pixels into white areas and is called “dot gain”.
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(a) dither matrix
1 59 IS 55 2 56 12 52

33 17 47 31 34 18 44 28
9 49 5 63 LO 50 6 60

41 25 37 21 42 26 38 22
3 57 13 53 0 58 14 54

35 19 45 29 32 16 46 30
11 51 7 61 8 48 4 62
43 27 39 23 40 24 36 20

(b) dither screen (c) halftoned image

Figure 2.1: Dither m atrix (a) is tiled to produce a  dither screen (b). The arrangement of 
thresholds in the m atrix controls the appearance of the texture introduced into the halftoned 
image. The artihcial texture is visible in the halftoned gray ram p in image (c).

Thus, in the following discussion I identify halftoning algorithms appropriate to either 

monitors or printers.

2 .2 .1  T h r e sh o ld  m a tr ix  d ith e r in g

Ordered dither halftoning is based on threshold matrices and is the simplest and the 

most widely used halftoning approach. These algorithms use an array of thresholds 

arranged into a dither m atrix (Figure 2.1a). Dither matrices, tiled over the surface of 

an image, constitute a dither screen (Figure 2.1b). Gray scale values of the original 

image are compared against the corresponding thresholds in this screen. A gray scale 

value tha t is smaller than the threshold is approximated by a black pixel, and white 

otherwise.

The arrangement of thresholds in the dither screen is independent from the halftoned 

image. Thus, it is impossible to control the accuracy of tone reproduction within an 

ordered dither algorithm. The design of dither matrixes is optimized for images with 

slow varying gradient [Bay73, UU87], therefore such images are approximated well 

by ordered dither. The following properties of a  threshold array should be satisfied 

[Bay73, MP91, UU93]:

1. Uniform distribution o f threshold values.

The dither screen should contain the same number of pixels with the same values. 

In the 8x8 dither m atrix (Figure 2.1a) all the values between 0 and 63 appear 

exactly once. This property enables the uniform reproduction of the maximum 

range of gray tones.

2. Homogeneous spatial distribution of threshold values.

Pixels with the same threshold values should be uniformly spread through out the 

dither screen. Thus, gray tones are approximated in the same fashion in different

10
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Clustered dither Dispersed dither

Figure 2.2: Distribution of thresholds in the dither matrix defines the appearance of texture 
th a t is introduced into the halftoned layer. Clustered dither produces strong texturing 
artifacts. Texturing is less visible in the image with dispersed dither. Due to the fact 
tha t printers cannot set isolated pixels, clustered dither tone approximation is better than 
the one produced with dispersed dither matrix. Isolated pixels in the image on the right 
“bleeded” into the white space resulting in a  strong shift of image contrast.

regions of the image. The homogeneity property is satisfied automatically when 

a small dither m atrix is tiled to generate a dither screen (Figure 2.1b).

Limitations of the target display hardware must also be taken into account. It is 

advantageous to cluster thresholds together to minimize the efiects of dot gain in 

most printing hardware. However, clustered dither leads to introduction of strong 

texturing artifacts tha t interfere with the display of fine image details (left image. 

Figure 2.2). Dither matrixes with dispersed distribution of thresholds produce less 

noticeable texture artifacts. Unfortunately, the use of dispersed dither creates many 

isolated pixels. Therefore, ordered dithering with dispersed threshold matrixes is 

applicable only for monitors and suffers from pixel “bleeding” in printers (image on 

the right. Figure 2.2).

The arrangement of threshold values within the dither m atrix defines the artificial 

texture introduced into the halftoned image. Research has thus focused on devel

oping dither matrices tha t produce less noticeable texturing effects. The matrices 

proposed by Bayer in 1973 [Bay73] are still been widely used. Bayer’s dither matrixes 

are typically small threshold arrays (up to 8x8 pixels) with diagonal, horizontal and 

vertical arrangement of thresholds. Thus, halftoning with Bayer’s dither arrays results 

in introduction of periodic regular structured texture into the halftoned image (Fig-

11
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lire 2.1c). Ostromoukhov and Hersch [OHA94] reduced these regular texture artifacts 

by ro tating Bayer’s threshold matrixes. Thus, alignment of horizontal and vertical 

components of these dither matrixes is avoided.

It is possible to avoid the periodic texture artifact of small dither arrays if larger 

stochastic matrixes are used. There are a  number of algorithms tha t construct large 

threshold matrixes: void and cluster [UU93], blue-noise [MP91, MP92, SP94). The 

design of large dither screens is partially based on our u n d e r s ta n d in g  of the texture 

perception by the human visual system.

The main advantage of threshold m atrix halftoning is its simplicity. Ordered dither 

can be adapted for rendering images on either monitors or printers by changing the 

distribution of thresholds in the dither matrix. Also, the texture introduced into the 

halftoned image is easily controlled through the modification of the threshold matrix. 

However, ordered dither uses the same threshold matrix for all the images. Thus, 

im portant image structures such as edges are not accounted for in the halftoning 

process.

2 .2 .2  E rro r  d iffu sion

Error diffusion is a region based halftoning algorithm. The value of the binary pixels 

in the region depends on the input gray values, on the threshold and on the weighted 

errors diffused from the neighboring regions. The error cissociated with this approx

imation is propagated to un processed neighbor regions, thus compensating for the 

approximating error over a region. When compared with threshold dithered images, 

the results of error diffusion exhibit better rendition of image features and less visible 

halftoning artifacts.

The shape of approximating regions and the order in which they are processed deter

mines the artifacts introduced by the error diffusion methods. In most cases single 

pixel regions and scan line processing paths are used. The most popular error diffusion 

technique was presented by Floyd and Steinberg [FS76]. While being simple and often 

producing good quality output, this algorithm creates strong correlated “worm-like” 

patterns in dark and light areas. Numerous techniques were proposed to alleviate 

the problem. Stucki [Stu79] reduced the worm-like artifact by diffusing errors from a 

larger neighborhood (more than 4 pixels). Ulichney in [UU87] described a serpentine 

scanning approach, which reverses the direction of processing every scan line. W itten

12
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and Neal [WN82] avoided worm-like artifacts by using error diffusion along a  Peano 

space filling curve. Knuth [Knu87] specified the order of processing and error distri

bution within a  matrix. Error diffusion in a  wave&ont fashion is developed by Naiman 

and Lam [NL96J.

The above error diffusion algorithms process an image one pixel a t time. Such an 

approach leads to creation of many isolated pixels in the halftoned image. Due to the 

dot gain in most printers, these isolated pixels may not be reproduced when printed 

(image on the left, Figure 2.3). Dot clustering may be achieved by changing the size 

of processing regions. Velho and Gomez[VG91] divided an image into segments along 

a space filling curve. The appropriate number of pixels in the resulting regions is set 

to black, thus the average intensity over the region is approximated. The resulting 

approximation error is then diffused into the next segment along the space filling 

curve.

One of the main advantages of error diffusion techniques over threshold matrix meth

ods is the ability to adapt the halftoning process to the local image features. In partic

ular, the perceived information detail in the  binary image is increased if the edges of 

the original image are preserved. Thurnhofer and M itra [TM94] modified the standeird 

error diffusion process to use a  nonlinear filter for feature extraction. Thus, approx

imation errors are not diffused across sharp  edges. Buchanan and Verevka [BV95] 

and Velho and Gomez in [VG95] modified clustered space filling curve halftoning to 

handle edges. One-dimensional edge detection filter is used to ensure that processing 

regions do not cross significant edges. T he result of halftoning an image with this 

clustered space filling curve algorithm is presented (image on the right, Figure 2.3). 

Clustering of pixels allows us to compensate for dot gain in printers (compare with 

Floyd-Steinberg algorithm, image on the left, Figure 2.3). Also, error diffusion with 

edge detection improves rendition of edges in the image.

Hybrid methods that combine error diffusion and ordered dither are used to improve 

quality of halftoned images. In standard error diffusion the threshold value is con

stant for all the pixels in the image. Billottet-Hoffman and Bryngdahl [BHB83] used 

threshold matrixes to modulate thresholds in the error diffusion process. This thresh

old modulation approach allowed them to create clustered halftoned images of high 

quality. Also, the worm-like artifacts of error diffusion and regular texturing of dither 

arrays were reduced. The use of image dependent threshold by Eschbach and Knox

13
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Floyd-Steinberg algorithm Space filling curve with edge detection

Figure 2.3: Error diffusion algorithms differ in the size of approximating regions and in 
the order of image traversal. Floyd-Steinberg method uses scan-line image processing and 
approximates one pixel a t a  time. Space-filling curve error diffusion processes images in 
clusters along a Peano curve. Due to pixel clustering, the later algorithm is more appro
priate for printing. Also, when compared with clustered dithering Figure 2.2, space-filling 
algorithm produces less structured texture artifacts.

[EK91] induced edge enhancement in error diffused images.

2 .2 .3  O p t im iz a t io n  a p p ro a ch es to  h a lfto n in g

Threshold m atrix and error diffusion algorithms cire the most widely used and are well 

investigated by com puter graphics researchers. While these approaches are able to 

produce good quality output, their performance is hard to improve due to the inherent 

limitations of sequential order of pixel processing. That is, only information about the 

previously processed pixels can be used in the approximation of the current gray scale 

value. Moreover, once the value of a binary pixel is set, it is impossible to change it 

afterwards to improve the overall appearance of the image. Therefore, multiple passes 

over the halftoned image are needed. An example of how results of error diffusion 

can be improved by multi-pass processing is given in [Fan94]. The worm-like artifacts 

produced by the Floyd-Steinberg algorithm are reduced by the second pass over the 

halftoned image.

A new class of non-sequential halftoning algorithms based on optimization approaches 

has been developed recently [ZLE92]. The objective of this approach is to improve 

rendition of a gray scale image iteratively. In general, these algorithms proceed as 

follows:

14
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1. An initial approximation of the continuous tone image is chosen. Results of the 

ordered dither or the error diffusion can be used as such initial approximation.

2. The accuracy of the current approximation is evaluated using an image quality 

measure. The measure may also account for the influence of the halftoning 

artifacts (e.g. texturing) on the perception of the input image features.

3. An optimization technique changes the halftoned output to improve approxima

tion of the original image. The following optimization techniques have been used 

in the past: direct binary search [ZLE92], neural networks [GRS93], simulated 

annealing [GRS93, MA92].

4. Go back to the step 2, or stop the process if the maximum number of iterations 

is reached.

Even though generating halftoned images using such an optimization approach takes 

considerable computation resources, the resulting output is perceptually superior to 

the traditional dithering methods.

2.3 N um erical m easures o f  im age quality

The discussion of halftoning techniques in the previous section was mainly based 

on visual observations of image quzility. These visual observations are subjective and 

difficult to reproduce. On the other hand, quantative metrics provide an objective and 

reproducible measure of image quality. Moreover, optimization algorithms use such 

quantative metrics to improve the quaUty of halftoned images. For these reasons visual 

modeling and the derivation of reliable image quality metrics has recently received 

increased attention in the computer graphics research community.

Most image quality metrics used in halftoning are based on frequency-domain models 

of human perception. Ulichney [Uli87, Uli88] examined the spectral characteristics of 

textures produced by halftoning using the modulus of the discrete Fourier transform. 

The influence of different frequencies on perception of errors is not uniform and can be 

described by the Contrast Sensitivity Function (CSF). The CSF can be adjusted for 

different viewing conditions and properties of the printing device. Also, the CSF can 

account for direction dependent sensitivity of the visual system. CSF-weighted Fourier 

transforms were used to measure errors in halftoned images by several researchers 

[AA92, PN92, ZLE93, MV93].

15
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In the previous discussion (Section 2.1) I pointed out th a t the human visual system can 

be modeled by radially symmetric narrow-band filters in the  spatial frequency domain. 

A spatial filtering model for texture analysis was used as a halftoning quality measure 

by Mitsa et. al. in [MVA93]. Their model uses radially symmetric filters represented 

by Gaussian functions of different width. A frequency dom ain error measure is applied 

to each narrow band filtered image. The overall error is computed as a CSF weighted 

sum of errors in different bands.

In recent years wavelet based algorithms for image coding and analysis have been 

developed. Wavelet decomposition is a multiscale representation of image information 

produced by a bank of filters of variable width. The im portant property of wavelets is 

their ability to combine spatial and frequency information. Wavelet filters have been 

used in the design of dither matrices in [MB95]. Wavelet based error measures were 

proposed for the evaluation of various rendering algorithms in [GMY97]

The work presented so far has focused on the measurement of general image dis

tortion. These algorithms are well suited for overall assessment of image quality. 

Unfortunately, the existing general purpose measures are  difficult to adapt for the 

evaluation of specific image structures. Since our perception of images is dependent 

on the analysis of edge information (Section 2.1), edge specific image measures are 

important to investigate. Edge correlation [ML80] is th e  only edge based metric for 

analysis of halftoned images developed thus far. M itsa [Mit93] found poor corre

spondence of results produced by this measure and psychovisual data. The reason 

is that this criterion only considers preservation of edges in the halftoned image and 

completely ignores gray scale rendering.

1 have developed a  set of measures based on multiscale analysis of edge information. 

These measures were applied to evaluation of halftoned images in the previous research 

[VFB98]. The further improvement of these measures and  their application to the 

analysis of texture control techniques are investigated in this thesis (Section 6.3).

2.4 Sum m ary o f photorealistic h a lfton in g

The main goal of photorealistic halftoning is to generate a binary image that is the 

best possible approximation of the continuous tone image and to avoid the introduc

tion of significant artifacts. A number of techniques have been developed over the
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years. The solutions range from fast and simple threshold m atrix  to complex compu

tationally expensive optimization approaches. T he improvement of perceived image 

quality have been often achieved by tailoring the halftoning algorithm to local image 

features such as edges. The increasing knowledge o f the human visual system guides 

the development of new dithering techniques free from disturbing artifacts. Unfor

tunately, due to limitations of the current display hardware, the halftoning artifacts 

cannot be avoided completely.

In this thesis I develop tools to control the halftoning texture by extending conven

tional halftoning approaches. I define the shape of the texture using the arrangement 

of thresholds in the dither screen. I combine ordered dithering with the error diffusion 

algorithm  to improve the approximation of image tones and to control the contrast 

of the halftoning texture. I apply the texture control approach to both photorealistic 

and artistic rendering of images. I also develop two edge based measures suitable for 

analysis of halftoning artifacts and distortions. I use these measures to quantify the 

param eters of my technique and to assess the accuracy of image reproduction.
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Chapter 3

Expressive and interpretive 
rendering

In the previous chapter I presented the main approaches to  photorealistic tone re

production on binary devices. The notion of image quaUty in th a t context is closely 

related to the accuracy of copying visual information from one medium to another. 

The following question should be asked: “Is the correct reproduction o f image tones 

and colors the only way to ensure our understanding o f this im age?” This chapter is 

a discussion of alternative means for representation of visual information. In partic

ular 1 review the existing computer graphics approaches to expressive image display: 

non-photorealistic rendering.

3.1 T w o approaches to  expression o f  rea lity

W hat is the best way to express information in an image? It appears that the answer 

to this question depends on the purpose of the image on the first place. Clearly, a pho

tograph is a must in the cases when an accurate recording of the visual information is 

required. Although, there are many cases when visual information is best represented 

through artistic drawing or painting.

W hat is the relationship between an artistic rendering and a  photograph or a pho

torealistic computer rendering? While, both are “expression o f form  upon a plane 

surface” [Spel7], a  photograph is a mechanical recording of reality, and the art work 

is the result of artistic interpretation of this reality:

... it (a photograph) can only a t best give mechanical accuracy, whereas art 

gives the impression of five, individual consciousness. [Spel7]
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In the case of a  photograph, we rely on the quality and accuracy of a camera and 

photographic materials to create an exact copy of what we see. In the case of computer 

rendering, we model the objects in the scene, their optical properties and the light 

propagation through them, and only then compute an approximation of our world. 

Clearly, the images generated by these photorealistic methods are representations of 

only what the camera sees and what the rendering algorithm can compute. All the 

information about the world that is beyond the sensitivity of photographic materials 

and the accuracy of our models is not accounted for.

On the other hand, the artistic interpretation of reality allows an artist to create 

effective representations of visual information using a  particular medium. Thus, all 

visual information needed for the purpose of communication is accounted for and is 

carried through in the image. Also, the artistic interpretation of the world leads “to 

selection of significant and suppression of non-essential” [Spel7] in the final image, 

thus the intended message is not obscured by unwzmted details.

The need for expressive and selective display of information is reflected by the current 

practice in technical illustration and graphic design. Even though, modern cars and 

airplanes are modeled and tested entirely on computers, the repair manuals are still 

drawn by hand. Graphic designers often use photorealistic 3-D renderers and then 

manually re-touch the resulting images using 2-D paint programs.

The field of computer graphics that addresses the issues of expressive image synthesis 

is called non-photorealistic rendering (NPR). I review the main results of this area in 

the following section.

3.2 T he m ain sty les o f non-photorealistic rendering

The objective of research in non-photorealistic rendering is best expressed by Strothotte 

et. al. [SPR+94]:

... to study alternative methods of rendering images to provide designers 

with the ability to express more than just the geometry or the photometric 

qualities of their designs

In other words, this research is directed towards development of tools to assist design

ers and illustrators in creation of expressive images. While photorealistic rendering 

techniques are governed by our understanding of laws of physics, the N PR approaches
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are directed by artistic interpretation of the world. The laws of physics in non- 

photorealistic rendering can be sacrificed to a  more expressive and understandable 

display of visual information. In most cases in NPR the image synthesis is controlled 

by the user input. Thus, the author of an image can choose the best means for ex

pression of the desired information. The choice of expressive means depend on the 

chosen style of rendering. For the purpose of this discussion I separate different NPR 

approaches depending on the style of the resulting rendering.

3 .2 .1  M o d e lin g  o f  tr a d it io n a l art m a ter ia ls

Most of the effort in non-photorealistic image synthesis has focused on modeling of 

artistic media. The objective of this research is to imitate traditional art materials. 

Strassmann [Str86] presented a system that simulates a brush stroke for interactive 

rendering of images in the style of sumi-e paintings. Curtis et. al. [CAS"*'97] described 

how various artistic effects of watercolor can be simulated. This watercolor model can 

be used as a part of an interactive paint system or as a  mechanism for automatic 

rendering of non-photorealistic three-dimensional scenes. An extensive modeling of 

interaction between pencil and paper has been proposed by Sousa [Sou98]. The objec

tive of this system is to encode the rules of pencil sketching for autom atic illustration.

3 .2 .2  C o m p u ter  g r a p h ic s  as a  m e d iu m  in  itse lf .

While the modeling of a rt materials allows designers to generate images tha t resemble 

traditional illustration styles, Landsdown and Schoffield [LS95] stated  the importance 

of creating rendering style specific to computers. T hat is, instead of approximating 

what a brush or a pencil stroke looks like, it is im portant to investigate what graphics 

primitives should be used in computer generated expressive renderings. For this pur

pose they developed a system of expressive marks. Similar stylized "brush” strokes 

that do not model any particular medium are presented by Haeberli in [Hae90].

3 .2 .3  C o m p reh en s iv e  ren d erin g

The non-photorealistic rendering techniques reviewed thus far concentrated on de

veloping a pleasing alternative style of images suitable for artistic work. The other 

goal of expressive image synthesis is to improve viewer’s comprehension of displayed
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geometric objects. This style of rendering is more applicable to the field of technical 

illustration.

The early works in this area concentrated on comprehensive wire-frame rendering of 

objects. Appel et. al. [ARS79] achieved the illusion of depth by introducing the haloed 

line effect. Kamada and Kawai [KK87] improved the wire-frame display by changing 

the style of lines. DoUey and Cohen [DC90] further enhanced the treatm ent of line 

drawings by controlling the line style according to importance tags and illustration 

rules. Strothotte et. al. [SPR'^94] designed a sketch-renderer. They studied how the 

variation of line styles and limited shading can direct viewer’s attention to the desired 

parts of the image.

Instead of creating an N PR  renderer, Saito and Takahashi [ST90] presented a  post

processing approach to enhancing the appearance of geometric forms. They aug

mented a  photorealistic image by simple lines and textures, thus edges of the dis

played objects and surface directions are highlighted. Similarly, Interrante et. al. 

[IFP96, IFP97, Int97] studied the use of texture to improve the display of surfaces 

in visualization of medical data. Understanding of transparent objects was improved 

by modulating a directed texture on their surfaces. Also, the effective (or visually 

optimal) direction of textures to convey surface orientation were identified.

3.3 E xpressive to n e  reproduction

Most work in the field of N PR  does not take into consideration the reproduction of the 

generated images on printers. Unfortunately, the use of traditional halftoning methods 

may significantly alter the appearance of textures and colors in non-photorealistic 

images. Therefore, much of the effort in enhancing display of visual information may 

be wasted when these images are halftoned by conventional techniques.

In this section I discuss the expressive rendering styles tha t produce binary images. 

While some of the previously mentioned techniques [ARS79, KK87, DC90, SPR'""94] 

render black and white images, their development was concentrated on line rendering, 

and did not take into account shading and continuous tone. Hence, the following 

discussion is focused on expressive tone reproduction.
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3 .3 .1  A r tis t ic  s ty le s  o f  to n e  r e p r o d u c tio n

Much of the work in non-photorealistic rendering was inspired by traditional line art 

such as engravings, wood cuts, pen and ink illustrations.

A digital engraving system D IG *j)ürer was developed by Pnueli and Bruckstein 

[PB94]. Continuous tones are reproduced by controlling the density of graphics ele

ments. The graphics elements lie on level contours of the potential field induced by 

the image via Eikonal equation. The system allows a user to specify initial conditions 

to this equation to alter the appearance of the emerging halftoning layer.

Leister [Lei94] presented a  system for rendering images in copper plate style. Leister's 

approach uses a  ray tracer to render surface curves on the depicted objects. The 

illusion of shading is created by varying the width of these curves in the post processing 

step. The resulting images resemble engravings. However, the proposed system fails 

to reproduce subtle tone variations.

Elber [Elb95, Elb98] created the illusion of shading by covering free form surfaces 

with isoparametric curves. Tone variations are achieved by changing the density of 

these curves. The lack of control over curve width does not allow this technique 

to reproduce smooth continuous shading, and is thus results in strong quantization 

artifacts in generated images.

Many of the shortcomings of the previous line based rendering systems are addressed 

in pen and ink work a t University of Washington. Winkenbach and Salesin [WS94] 

created automatic illustrations in the pen and ink style by texture mapping procedural 

textures on polygonal objects. These procedural textures are able to depict not only 

subtle variations of tone but also material properties of surfaces. This work was 

extended to rendering parametric surfaces [WS96]. Similar texture based approach is 

used in an interactive pen and ink system by Salisbury et. al. [SABS94, SWHS97].

3 .3 .2  E x te n s io n s  o f  h a lf to n in g  to  e x p r e ss iv e  ren d erin g

The modeling of line rendering styles allows us to create images that resemble tradi

tional illustrations. However, the existing systems either fail to reproduce subtle tone 

variations [Lei94, Elb95] or involve computationally expensive operations (e. g. ren

dering of equipotential contours [PB94]). The other approach is to utilize the results 

from photorealistic halftoning and to apply these conventional methods to artistic
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dithering o f images.

Buchanan [Buc96] showed that by altering various parameters of the clustered error 

diffusion method a wide variety of textures can be introduced into the halftoned image. 

These textures are generated by adjusting the shape of the curve and the cluster size. 

Unfortunately, this approach lacks intuitive control over the appearance textures and 

only a  limited style of textures can be introduced.

Ostromoukhov and Hersch [OH95] developed a  halftoning algorithm that enables 

artists to design single screen elements. These micro-screens are outlined by curves 

and can take a desired geometric shape. A great variety of screen elements have been 

presented: calligraphic letters, oriental polygonal patterns, images of fish and birds. 

However, since a screen shape must be outlined by a  curve, this approach does not 

land itself to introduction of natural textures such as paper, wood, or stone.

W hen compared to the line art algorithms (Section 3.3.1), these extensions of con

ventional halftoning methods result in accurate and computationally efficient tone 

reproduction in artistic style.

3 .3 .3  C o m p reh en siv e  to n e  rep ro d u c tio n

The expressive tone reproduction in the previous section was achieved by changing 

the style of halftoning textures. Thus, cultural, emotional, and artistic information 

can be conveyed. The other approach is to enhance viewer's appreciation of displayed 

information by highUghting im portant image features.

A technique similar to comprehensive rendering of Saito and Takahéishi [ST90] was 

used to improve rendition of edges by Buchanan et. al. [BSV98]. Edges in any 

image dithered by a conventional halftoning algorithm are highlighted in the post

processing step. The authors concentrated on clustered dithering, thus images printed 

by standard hardware are enhanced.

Sloan [SC93] improved comprehension of image gradient by constructing a dither 

screen from directional dither matrixes. A dither matrix was inserted into the screen 

if its direction coincided with the local gradient of the image. Thus, texture features 

are aligned with image gradient in the halftoned output. Unfortunately, the use 

of small dither matrixes limits a number of possible directions and creates texture 

segmentation artifacts.
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Streit and Buchanan [SB98] developed an importance driven approach to tone re

production. In their system the placement of graphics elements is controlled by an 

arbitrary image importance function. By varying these im portance functions different 

types of information can be highlighted a t different scales of the halftoned image. As 

an example, the authors presented how perception of image contrast, variance and 

gradient can be enhanced.

3.4 Sum m ary o f expressive rendering

This chapter was devoted to the discussion of non-photorealistic rendering techniques. 

Inspired by artistic methods of visual expression, these techniques allow a user to 

enhance representation of visual information.

The current research in NPR ranges from modeling of traditional illustration styles to 

development of expressive means unique to computer generated images. Much of the 

work is devoted to improve comprehension of depicted information for visualization 

and illustration purposes.

The expressive methods of tone reproduction are most relevant to the current research. 

At the present time techniques that generate images in the style of line art illustrations 

lack simple means to control the accuracy of shading. A number of proposed exten

sions of conventional halftoning are able to generate high quality tone reproduction, 

but are limited in style of the introduced texture features. Moreover, the reviewed 

artistic approaches are either hard to parameterize or it takes considerable time and 

skill to master [OH95, SABS94, SWHS97]. The goal of my research is thus to develop 

a halftoning system that allows a user to tailor its param eters to an interpreted in

formation and to generate images in a variety of artistic  styles. My system extends 

conventional halftoning approaches to N PR and is based on the control of texture in 

binary images. The fundamentals of texture control are developed in the following 

chapter.
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Chapter 4

Fundamentals of Texture 
Control in Halftoning

Previous chapters presented two approaches to rendering images in bi-level media; 

photorealistic halftoning and non-photorealistic, or interpretive tone reproduction. 

The difference in objectives in those approaches is reflected in the role of the halftoning 

texture. Photorealistic halftoning research attem pts to hide the halftoning texture and 

to preserve all the features of the original image. Interpretive rendering techniques 

use texture to enhance presentation of visual information and to hide unnecessary 

details.

Even though photorealistic and artistic approaches have different objectives and dif

ferent relationship to texture, they use texture for fundamentally the same purpose: 

approximation of tones. Thus, it is possible to extend photorealistic methods of tex

ture control to interpretive halftoning. This is the approach taken in this work.

This chapter generalizes results of the traditional halftoning and lays a  foundation of 

texture control. My approach is based on the ability of the ordered dither algorithm 

to define halftoning texture through the arrangement of threshold values in the dither 

matrix. This chapter states and generalizes the im portant properties of the dither 

matrix: uniform and homogeneous distribution of threshold values. I present two 

methods for generating dither matrixes based on image processing and on procedural 

textures. The use of a desired texture in the dither m atrix guarantees the appearance 

of this texture in the resulted image. The strength of this texture is controlled by 

combining ordered dithering with an error diffusion algorithm.
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4.1 G eneralized  ordered dithering

The ordered dither algorithm (Section 2.2.1) is based on thresholding gray scale values 

of the original image w ith thresholds in the dither screen. Thus, the value j  of the 

output pixel (*,j) is determined by the following formula;

= {  V (41)={?;otherwise

where, g ij  is the gray scale value, and U j is the corresponding threshold from the 

dither screen.

In most previous research a  dither screen is constructed by tiling a  dither m atrix 7”. 

Therefore, in the case of m x n  dither matrix T ,  a  threshold value j  is found as:

^ i j  ~  Ti  rem  m , j  rem  n) (4 - 2 )

where a re m  b denotes the remainder of a division. Equation 4.2 represents a mapping 

between a dither m atrix and a  dither screen.

In this thesis I generalize construction of a dither screen to an output of a function 

T {u ,v), where u  and v are normalized texture coordinates between 0 and 1. In most 

cases T {u ,v )  function represents a  combination of a  kernel function 'T{s,t) and a 

mapping function A i. Thus, a  kernel function is a generalized dither m atrix and 

tiling is a  special case of a  mapping function A i. Other examples of a mapping are:

Scale: T (u ,u ) =  Aig o 7” =  ^(suU, 5„u), where and s„ are scaling factors.

R o ta tio n : T (u ,u ) =  A io o T  = T(cos(a)u — sin(a)u ,sin(a)u  +  cos(or)n), where a  is 

the rotation angle.

The arrangement of threshold values in the dither screen defines resulting halftoning 

texture. Thus, the challenge is to build a kernel function with a desired texture. Two 

possible approaches exist in computer graphics: to use images of existing textures, or 

to generate a desired texture procedurally. The following two sections explore both 

approaches.

4.2 C onversion  o f  an arbitrary im age into a d ither m atrix

In this section I investigate the use of arbitrary images as kernel functions of a d ither 

screen.
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In general, a kernel function is defined on a continuous interval, however, an image is a  

discreet two dimensional array of values. In order to use an image as a dither kernel, 

threshold values in between image pixels must be defined. This problem has been 

addressed in previous texture mapping resemch by filtering an image with a  smoothing 

function [FvDFH90]. Thus, in the rest of the thesis I use images as functions defined on 

a continuous interval. Moreover, in this section I assume that there is a generalization 

of a dither m atrix to a dither kernel function and present an algorithm that converts 

an arbitrary image into a  dither matrix.

Arbitrary gray scale textures can be used as threshold matrices in the ordered dither 

algorithm. However, resulting halftoning is often a poor approximation of the con

tinuous tone image. Consider the bark texture presented in the top left corner of 

Figure 4.1. W hen this gray scale image is used as a  dither m atrix it failed to repro

duce a simple ram p (black on the left white on the right). Thus, the texture must 

be transformed to satisfy essential properties of good threshold matrices developed by 

the previous research [Bay73, MP92, UU93] and discussed in Section 2.2.1:

1. Uniform distribution of threshold values.

2. Homogeneous spatial distribution of threshold values.

The task of uniform distribution of pixel values (property 1) has been addressed in 

image processing by the histogram equalization {HE) algorithm [Jai89]. The HE 

transform is based on global cumulative distribution of image values H(g). The gray

scale value g is transformed as follows: g =  H{g).

In order to achieve the spatial homogeneity of threshold values (property 2), one can 

split an image into small blocks and apply the HE  algorithm independently to each 

block. That is, pixels of the block are transformed using cumulative distribution of 

values hb{g) within this block. Thus, each block becomes equivalent to a small dither 

matrix within a large dither screen. Since this dither screen has both desired properties 

outlined above the resulting halftoned images are also good approximations of the 

input gray-scale values. Unfortunately, this localized use of histogram equalization 

leads to strong blocking artifacts and destroys some characteristic features of the 

input texture.

These limitations were resolved by adaptive histogram equalization {AHE) approaches 

developed for local contrast enhancement. While many versions of the AH E  exist
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H a lf to n in g  im ag es w ith  te x tu re s  as  a  d i th e r  m a tr ix
Texture 1 Halftoning result

Unprocessed bark texture

Hist<>gram equalization of 6x6 texture blocks

A daptive histogram  equalization w = 6

Adaptive histogram equalization w = 12
iVd #

Figure 4.1: Bark texture is used as a  d ither matrix. The halftoning with unmodified tex
ture fails to reproduce the gray ram p. W hen the histogram equalization (IfB) algorithm is 
applied to small blocks of the image, the resulting dither screen has the desired uniform and 
spatially homogeneous distribution o f threshold values. Unfortunately, characteristic fea
tures of the texture are destroyed. The A H E  algorithm preserves local characteristics of the 
input texture, while approximating the desired distribution properties of the dither screen. 
The size of blocks in the AH E  algorithm  controls the size of texture features introduced 
into the halftoned image. The images are printed at 300 dpi.
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[Gau92}, I have chosen the following algorithm:

1. An input texture is spUt into small blocks.

2. Cumulative distributions are computed for each block.

3. Local distribution h{g) for a  pixel within a  block is computed as a linear approx

imation between hb{g) of neighboring blocks.

4. The texture is transformed using local distributions: g = h{g)

The resulting texture based dither kernel is free from blocking artifacts. Also, the 

desired properties of threshold value distributions are closely approximated. The size 

of blocks in the splitting process controls the size of texture features introduced into 

the halftoned images (Figure 4.1). Large blocks correspond to strong texturing effects. 

I found tha t block sizes between 3x3 and 8x8 produce the best results.

The AHE algorithm is suitable for a  large number of textures. However, this texture 

filtering algorithm preserves texture features of a  lim ited size. Texture features that 

are significantly larger or smaller than the window size of the AHE algorithm will 

likely to disappear from the halftoning layer. Thus, the appearance of textures with 

a  combination of large scale and small scale features is distorted.

Typically, the presence of texture features tha t are larger than the AHE window can 

be detected by a large number of pixels with the sim ilar intensities. In other words, 

the pixel histogram becomes strongly un-balanced. Zuiderveld [Zui94] suggested clip

ping histogram values to a threshold and then redistributing excessive values to other 

intensity ranges. Such cUpping and redistribution leads to more balanced histograms. 

Adaptive histogram equalization with the resulting histograms produces limited con

trast enhancement in homogeneous image regions. Thus, the algorithm is called con

trast limited AHE (CLAHE).

Figure 4.2 demonstrates the effect of histogram clipping in the CLAHE algorithm. 

The 100% clipping threshold corresponds to no clipping and is equivalent to the orig

inal AHE algorithm. On the other hand, low values of clipping threshold reduce the 

amount of histogram equalization and are equivalent to halftoning with un-processed 

texture. Halftoning with limited histogram clipping enables as to preserve texture 

features a t a  wide range of scales. However, clipping histograms in the CLAHE algo

rithm  compromises uniformity of pixel distributions in small regions. Thus, CLAHE is
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G enerating d ithering tex tu re  by c lip p ed  adaptive h istogram  equalization
Variations of AHE Clipped AHE over 4x4 regions

Original “Wrinckled paper” texture Clipped by 25%

Region 16 x 16 Clipped by 50%

Region 4 x 4 Clipped by 75%

Figure 4.2: Contrast limited adaptive histogram equalization (CLAHE) enables us to pre
serve texture features a t multiple scales. The scale of texture elements is controlled by- 
changing the region size of the AHE algorithm (left column). However, this method pre
serves either large scale features (for 16x16 regions) or small scale features (for 4x4 regions). 
Therefore, important texture details may be lost. CLAHE limits the amount of histogram 
equalization in regions with similar texture values. As a result texture features of a  larger 
scale are introduced. However, limited histogram equalization results in poor tone repro
duction. The test images are printed a t 300 dpi.
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a compromise between the accuracy of tone reproduction and preservation of texture 

features at multiple scales.

Overall, the adaptive histogram equalization algorithm modifies distribution of pixel 

values in an image to satisfy homogeneity and uniformity properties of a dither ma

trix. Therefore, a texture image can be used as a dither m atrix  and be introduced 

into the halftoning layer. The scale of texture features is controlled by two parameters 

of the CLAHE algorithm: processing window size and histogram clipping. Unfortu

nately, the gozil to preserve large scale texture features often leads to poor local tone 

approximations.

4.3 Procedural d ith er  tex tu res.

The previous section described image based dither kernels. It is a  powerful approach 

enabling the use of texture images in halftoning. However, image based dither kernels 

are limited by the image resolution and rely on filtering to generate sub-pixel values. 

Moreover, the appearance of texture features and the accuracy of tone reproduction 

are influenced by parameters of the CLAHE algorithm. Most of these limitations are 

eliminated by procedural d ither kernels.

Procedural texture modeling is an  active research area of computer graphics [EMP'^94]. 

The following advantages of procedural textures are essential to this work:

• Procedural dither textures are generated directly without an image processing 

step.

•  Procedural textures do not limit the kernel size. Thus, non-repeated textures of 

any size can be produced.

• The scale of texture features and the amount of local detail is controlled directly 

and can be parameterized. T hat is, a  large variety of similar textures can be 

produced at different scales.

4 .3 .1  G en era liza tio n  o f  e s s e n t ia l  p r o p e r tie s  o f  a  d ith e r  m a tr ix

Previous research in texture modeling enables generation of a great variety of textures. 

However, only textures with homogeneous and uniform distribution of values can be 

used for halftoning. Here I express the uniform distribution of values for a function 

r (s , t),0 <  r ( s ,t )  < 1 defined on the unit box [0,1] x [0,1].
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Let Tafi be a  set of points (s, t) such that: a < r(s , t) < ft, where a ,b  E [0,1] and a < b. 

Then, jr^ (,| is a  measure of a  set A function has a uniform distribution of values 

if |tj_ i±i I is constant for any integers i ,n , n  > I, 0 < i < n.

For example, in the case of a  one-dimensional and invertible function r(s ) , the uni

formity can be expressed as follows:

V%,n,n >  1,0 <  X <  TÏ, /  " r  =  const (4.3)
n

In  this thesis procedural dither kernels are constructed as nearly periodic extensions of 

the r (s , t) functions. Thus, similarly to traditional dither screens, such dither kernel 

has homogeneous distribution of output values. Examples of procedural dither kernels 

are found in the following section.

4 .3 .2  P r o c e d u r a l d ith e r  k ern e ls

The requirement for uniform distribution of pixel values limits the set functions that 

can be used for construction of procedural dither textures. For example, a  linear 

ramp function r(s )  =  s can be used as a dither texture, while sin(s) function does not 

satisfy the uniform distribution property.

In this thesis the procedural textures are based on the linear ram p function. Halftoning 

w ith double sided ramp function:

>.<) =  {
approximates tone variations by parallel lines of variable w idth (Figure 4.3). Line 

density in dark regions can be changed by combining two scaled linear ramps:

{ 1 — s i f s < / <  0.5

( I - 2 / ) ( l i f / 4 - 0 . 5  < s  <  1 

where I  determines the lightest intensity tha t is represented by high density lines.

The previous texture functions were one-dimensional and produced textures with fea

tures in only one direction. Two linear ramps can be combined in a  two- dimensional 

manner. Thus, dark image regions are rendered with cross-hatched lines (Figure 4.3 

right). The corresponding function is defined as follows:

./g f  i f s < /
( (1 — I ) s  4- /  otherwiotherwise
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Technique textures with statistical properties of dither screens
Single line

Equation 4.4

Double lines

Equation 4.5, 7 =  1/3

Cross-hatch

Equation 4.5, 7 =  3/4
H alftoning a  ram p w ith  ro ta ted  procedural tex tu res

Figure 4.3: Procedural dither kernels contructed from a combination of linear ramps. Single 
line texture approximates image tone by changing line width. In addition to variable line 
width, double line texture changes line spacing in darker regions of the gray ramp (center). 
Cross-hatch texture approximates tones by adjusting line width in combination with lines 
in perpendicular direction.
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Procedural dither kernels with displacement maps
Sine wave Squared sine wave

- j r  - '

D j =  sin(s), Dt =Q Ds — sin^(s), Dt = 0  Dj = Dt = P{s, t)

Berlin's noise Worley’s texture

Da =  Dt = W  (s, t)

Figure 4.4: Variations of base textures (Figure 4.3) are generated by perturbing texture 
coordinates (s,t) with displacement functions. The displacement functions can be derived 
from simple mathematical functions such as sin{u), stn^(u); or from procedural textures: 
Berlin’s noise, Worley’s textures.

where /  determines the lightest intensity that is represented by the cross-hatched 

texture.

Examples of dither kernels 7” reviewed thus far were constructed w ith a  base r(s, t) 

function. As a  result, textures are the same in any region of the dither screen. Texture 

variation can be added into large dither kernels by combining a base function r  with 

displacement maps D s{s,t) and D t{s,t)  as follows:

T (s, t) =  t ( s  4-  Ds{s, t), t ■+■ Dt{s, «)). (4.7)

The requirement for homogeneous distribution of texture values in the dither kernel 

and the resulting dither screen limits displacement maps to smooth piece-wise linear 

continuous functions. Mathematical functions such as sin(s) or sin^(s) satisfy this 

requirement and thus can be used as one dimensional displacement maps. Also, 

procedural Berlin’s noise [BH89] and Worley’s textures [Wor96| are examples of two 

dimensional displacement maps. Examples of textures produced by displacement of 

the previous base functions are presented in Figure 4.4.

4 .3 .3  H y b r id  d ith e r  te x tu r e s

The previous section discussed examples of procedural textures generated by sim

ple linear ramps. Thus, the resulting halftoned images resemble line a rt techniques. 

Unfortunately, construction of procedural textures of more complicated shapes is a
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challenging task. It is easier to use a  photograph of a  brick wall than to w rite a  pro

gram that generates an image of this wall procedurally. Therefore, it is advantageous 

to combine procedural and image based textures into one dither kernel.

Motivation to  use multiple textures for tone reproduction can be found in traditional 

illustration techniques. The need for multiple textures in the context of pen and 

ink illustrations was discussed by Winkenbach and Salesin [WS94]. They pointed 

out th a t textures in traditional illustration techniques serve a  dual role: to  present 

the information about the surface structure and to approximate shading of the same 

surface. For this purpose Winkenbach and Salesin developed procedural textures tha t 

combine long “shading” pen strokes w ith short pen stipples to illustrate materials 

(e.g. bricks).

1 combine multiple textures into one dither kernel by a simple mathematical operation. 

Two dither kernels 71 and 75 can be added into one as follows:

Unfortunately, the addition of two textures does not preserve the overall homogeneous 

and uniform distribution of threshold values of the original texturesk Thus, in general, 

additional post-processing of the resulting texture w ith the AHE algorithm  may be 

needed. However, in practice, addition of textures w ith different scales of features 

produces acceptable dither kernels.

The other approach is to vary textures across a dynamic range of the image. Thus, 

two dither kernels T\ and 75 are fused together using the following formula:

where 0 <  /  <  1 is the threshold intensity a t which only one texture is visible. 

Similarly to texture addition, texture fusion may not preserve the essential properties 

of the dither matrix. Moreover, texture fusion is not a symmetric operation and the 

result is dependent on the ordering of the input textures. (Figure 4.5, top).

I found tha t merging multiple textures is essential for approximation of many tradi

tional illustration techniques. For example painterly effects are achieved by combining 

oil brush strokes and canvas texture. Cross-hatching can be simulated by merging two 

fragments of a  scanned pencil art work (Figure 4.5, center).

'F o r example, textures Ti (a , t )  =  s  and =  1 —3 cancel themselves out when added w ith a  =  I.
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Dither kernels with multiple textures
Texture addition 

T1 + T 2
Texture fusion

Ti*75

71 - image based canvas texture; 75 - procedural lines

S im ulating  art m edia
Paint brush effects Pencil cross-hatch

»
Fusion of image based textures: 

canvas and paint brush
Fusion of

rotated versions of image based pencil texture

T exture for to n e  and m aterial representation
Technique shingles texture

Fusion of image based shingles texture 
with procedural lines that simulate wood texture.

Technique shingles with stippling

Fusion of procedural shingles texture 
from the left with procedural “shading” line 

texture

Figure 4.5: Texture addition and fusion operations combine multiple textures into one dither 
kernel. Thus, hybrid dithering textures are created (top). Possible applications o f hybrid 
textures include simulation of art materials and techniques such as paint brush, and  pencil 
cross hatching, (center). Similarly to traditional art techniques, hybrid tex tile s  enable us 
to represent tone and materials with different textures (bottom).
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To summarize, hybrid texture techniques allows us to achieve efiects similar to the 

results of the previous N PR research (e.g. pen and ink [WS94]). Unlike this previous 

research, the tone reproduction algorithm is independent from the texturing effect 

— the same ordered dither algorithm is applied regardless of the number of textures 

used in the threshold matrix. Moreover, the texture control approach is not limited 

to a particular illustration medium. For example, the same technique can be used to 

imitate pencil drawing and oil painting.

4.4 C ontrol o f  tex tu re  contrast

Previous sections presented an algorithm that enables us to introduce a  desired texture 

into the halftoned image. In this section I discuss a method to control contrast and 

dot clustering of this texture.

The main advantage of ordered dithering is tha t the distribution of pixels is defined 

a priori. Unfortunately when a bad approximation for a pixel is generated there is no 

way to compensate for the error. This means that the structure of the dither screen is 

clearly visible. Error diffusion techniques, on the other hand, a ttem pt to compensate 

for quantization errors by propagating the error to unprocessed neighbor regions. The 

advantages of using error diffusion in combination with ordered dither were studied 

in the past [BHB83, Uli87] and were discussed in Section 2.2.2. This combination not 

only improves the accuracy of tone reproduction but also reduces texture artifacts of 

the ordered dither.

I use a partial error diffusion [EK9I] method to control the contrast of the halftoning 

texture. The param eter a  where a  6  [0,1] determines the influence of approximation 

errors diffused from the neighbor regions on the output value of the current pixel. 

The input pixel is set to 0 or 1 using the following formula:

where E ij  is the sum of errors diffused into the current pixel and is the corre

sponding threshold value from the dither screen. While any error diffusion technique 

can be used in this application, I implemented Floyd-Steinberg algorithm [FS76] with 

serpentine processing of rows. Halftoning results for various values of the a  parameter 

are presented in Figure 4.6. Maximal error diffusion corresponds to a  =  1 and pro-
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0 = 0  N o  error  difTuston

Error diffusion with 1 pixel regions
o  =  0.5

Error diffusion with 2x2 pixels regions

me
Error diffusion with 4x4 pixels regions

Figure 4.6: A combination of ordered dither with parameterized error diffusion allows as to 
control the appearance of halftoning texture. By increasing the am ount of errors diffused 
into a neighboring region (param eter a) I improve the accuracy of tone reproduction and 
reduce texturing effects. Dot clustering and improved preservation of texture features for 
large a  is achieved by processing image by pixel blocks. However, th e  use of large (e.g. 
4x4 blocks) in the error diffusion process may introduce block artifacts into the halftoning 
texture. Test images are printed a t 150 dpi.
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duces the softest textures. I found tha t in most cases a  E (0.2,0.8) is a  good choice 

for this parameter.

This error diffusion algorithm can be generalized to process images in pixel blocks. 

In this case a sum of quantization errors is computed over a  block of pixels and is 

distributed to the neighbor blocks. The output pixel is determ ined using the accu

mulated error E  weighted by the number of pixels in the processing block. It turns 

out tha t processing images in a  block fashion leads to clustering of dots in the result

ing halftoning. Dot clustering is often desired to compensate for dot overlap in laser 

printers. Also, I found tha t error diffusion over pixel blocks preserves small texture 

features for large values of a  (Figure 4.6).

4.5  D iscussion

This chapter presented the fundamentals of texture control in halftoned images. My 

approach is to use ordered dithering to define the shape of textures in the halftoning 

layer. The strength of the texture is controlled by param eters of the error diffusion 

process. Thus, the main goal of this research is to generate a  d ither m atrix that pro

duces a desired texture in the output image. The following approaches are developed:

•  an image precessing technique tha t converts an image into a  dither matrix;

•  a procedural texture approach tha t defines a class of functions with the properties 

of a dither matrix;

•  a hybrid approach enables us to combine multiple textures into one dither matrix.

Application of the texture control technique leads to introduction of a  variety of 

special effects. Examples include embossing images with another image, texture, or 

text (Figure 4.7); approximation of traditional art media: oil brush painting, carving, 

etching, pencil drawing; imitation of art illustration techniques: dry brush painting, 

cross-hatching (Figure 4.5).

Texture control approach compares well w ith the current results in non-photorealistic 

rendering:

1. My approach is not limited to any particular style or a rt medium.

2. In other NPR techniques an artist must design the elements of the halftoning 

layer (procedural texture in pen and ink [WS94]; screen elements in artistic
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E m bossing im ages w ith  textu res
An image Mandril

Stone texture

Text SIG G RAPH

Figure 4.7: Texture control technique enables introduction of a variety of artistic effects. 
An image can be embossed by another image (top left), a texture (bottom  left), or text
(right).

screening [OH95]). In this approach the texture does not need to be designed by 

an artist, but can be extracted from an  arbitrary image.

3. The use of different textures in the halftoning layer enables us to reproduce a 

number of effects generated by the previous techniques: Figure 4.5, cross hatching 

and multiple textures of pen and ink [WS94]; Figure 4.6, texturing w ith text of 

artistic screening [OH95].

4. The control of texture strength and variation of the accuracy of tone reproduction 

with error diffusion was not investigated before in the NPR literature.

Previous non-photorealistic rendering techniques have a number of advantages over the 

described texture control system. In particular, Ostromoukhov and Hersch [OH95] use 

multiple screen elements to represent different tone ranges. Therefore, their artistic 

rendering system allows for more variation of textures across a  dynamic range of the 

image. Since, a single threshold screen is used in this research, texture variation is 

limited to a few strongly correlated textures.
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Line baaed nature of pen and ink textures [WS94] allows designers to fine tune indi

vidual pen strokes. Procedural textures investigated in this thesis are area based and 

thus do not allow for such fine control.

The following chapter extends the use of texture control to interpretive rendering of 

photographs and three-dimensional scenes. I apply the image based approach to the 

design of dither screens to  photorealistic halftoning in Chapter 6. It turns out tha t a 

dither screen generated firom the image to be reproduced enhances the display of the 

original edges and textures.
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Chapter 5

Texture Based Interpretive 
Halftoning

The research discussed thus far enabled the introduction of textures into halftoned 

images. In this chapter I explore the use o f the halftoning texture for the enhancement 

of information display. My approach is based on the control of local texture features 

by external parameters. One approach is to store these parameters as control images 

representing external information including three-dimensional scene data or the user’s 

interpretation of the display. The other approcich is to control the halftoning texture 

through the scene description and to apply previous texture mapping techniques. 

Thus, this chapter presents image based and scene based approaches to the control of 

local texture features and applies these techniques to the halftoning of photographs 

and computer generated scenes.

5.1 A p p lication  o f  tex tu re to  in terp retive halftoning.

Texture is an im portant channel of visual information. While texture has many visual 

dimensions this thesis deals with the control of the following texture features:

• Tone

Texture tone is defined as an average texture intensity in a region. In this research 

control of texture tone is fundamental to reproduction of continuous tone images. 

1 use ordered dithering and error diffusion to approximate a target tone.

# Shape

Texture shape is the overall appearance of a particular texture. Examples include 

material textures: stone, wood, canvas, water; or art media textures: pencil
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strokes, lines, dots. I define the shape of the halftoning texture by incorporating 

this texture into a dither matrix. The previous chapter discussed image based 

and procedural approaches to the d ither m atrix design.

•  C o n tra s t

I define texture contrast as the strength or visibility of texture. The control 

of texture contrast is based on the property of the error diffusion algorithm  to 

ameriolate halftoning textures.

•  Scale

Texture scale is the size of prominent texture features: the scale of bricks in the 

brick texture; or the distance between lines th a t represent the same tone in the 

case of line textures.

•  D ire c tio n

Texture direction is the principal direction of texture features: direction of bricks 

in the brick texture; or the main direction of lines in the line textures.

The previous chapter presented the framework for the control of the above texture 

features. In particular, the halftoning texture T (u , u) is a  function composed of the 

kernel texture 7~{s,t) and the mapping function jVf(u, u). Thus, the texture features 

are controlled by either a  kernel function, a  mapping function, or the error diffusion 

process. T hat is:

•  Texture shape is controlled by the texture kernel 7~{s, t) .

•  Texture scale and direction are controlled by the mapping function M {u ,v ) .

•  Tone and contrast are defined by the param eters of the error diffusion zdgorithm.

In this chapter I discuss tools and techniques th a t adjust local texture features accord

ing to the external information. The local control of texture features enables the use of 

the halftoning layer as an expressive mean in information display. The enhancement 

of visual display is facilitated by the user defined mapping between texture features 

and the information. I investigate texture control based on the following information:

2-D  in fo rm a tio n  All the information th a t can be derived from an image using some 

image processing technique: image gradient, contrast, edges, etc.

3-D  in fo rm a tio n  All the information th a t can be derived from a scene description. 

Examples include object identifiers, surface norméds, distance from the viewer, 

scene illumination.
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S u b je c tiv e  in fo rm a tio n  Subjective information is defined by the user’s understand

ing and analysis of an image or a scene and can be expressed as importance, 

completeness, focus.

I study two ways to represent information: as an image or as a scene.

In the image based approach information is stored in a  set of auxiliary images. A 

display system is using pixel values of these images to control parameters of the 

rendering process. An image based approach was taken by Saito and Takahashi [ST90], 

Haeberly [Hae90], Landsdown and Schoffield [LS95]. I study the image based approach 

in the following section and demonstrate its use in the halftoning of photographs 

(Section 5.3). Further in the chapter, I focus my research on the rendering of 3-D 

scenes. I store the scene information in ^bufiers [ST90] and use them to control the 

halftoning texture.

The scene based approach is limited to the rendering of three-dimensional scenes. The 

scene information is represented in the scene description language and includes object 

geometries and positions of objects, camera, and light sources. Examples of previous 

research th a t follows a scene based approach are comprehensive wire-&ame display 

[ARS79, KK87, DC90] and sketch rendering system of Strothotte et. al. [SPR'*"94]. 

I extend the scene description to include control of the halftoning texture and apply 

previous texture mapping techniques to generate a dither screen. I discuss the advan

tages and disadvantages of the image and scene based approaches and combine these 

techniques in rendering of a single scene.

5.2 Im age based  control o f  tex tu re  features

In this section I focus my research on the techniques to control texture features by 

local parameters. Because these pzurameters are stored in auxiliary control images 

I refer to this approach as image based. The user of the halftoning system may 

store external information in the control images thus adapting texture features to this 

information. However, the texture control techniques are independent firom the type 

of information being represented by the auxiliary image. Therefore, for the purposes 

of this discussion the auxiliary image is ju st a  two-dimensional function C{u,v) in the 

normalized coordinate space (u,u).
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Image based control of texture contrast

S o u rce  im age

C on tro l tm ege

Figure 5.1: The auxiliary image controls the amount of error diffusion resulting in variable 
texture contrast across the halftoning. For example, the control of texture contrast by the 
circular ramp with the maximum at the center produces soft textures in the center of the 
halftoning (left image). A “fog”-like effect is achieved by controlling the amount of error 
diffusion in the image on the right.

5 .2 .1  T e x tu r e  to n e  a n d  c o n tra st

The halftoning system controls texture tone and contrast by using a combination of 

ordered dithering with error diffusion. I employ the property of the error diffusion 

process to reduce the contrast of the halftoning texture. Because the use of error 

diffusion improves approximation of the original image tones, tone and contrast of the 

texture are controlled simultaneously.

The local control of tone and contrast is achieved by making error diffusion dependent 

on the local parameter. As a  result Equation 4.10 is modified to:

- ' i j

/  0 if 
I  1 ot

9iJ j ) E i ^  <  t i j
otherwise (5.1)

where Cij  is the corresponding value of the control image. An example of applying 

locally controlled error diffusion to halftoning with a line-based texture is found in 

Figure 5.1. The texture contrast is controlled by the circular ramp with the peak at 

the center. The resulting texture contrast is decreasing with the distance from the 

center. Also, when compared to the top and the bottom of the image, the same gray 

scale tone is best approximated in the center of the image.
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Image based control of texture shape
Image base textures Procedural textures

Auxiliary image

Figure 5.2: Texture shape is controlled by modifying the d ither kernel. In the case of the 
image based kernels texture shape cannot be continuously changed. An auxiUary image 
(top left) is thus a  m ap th a t indicates what texture should be used for any given pixel 
As a result, three textures — lines, leather, and rock -  are used to halftone the lily image 
(bottom left). Procedural textures allow for smooth variation of their shape. The am plitude 
of texture distortion is determined by a circular ramp w ith maximum at the center. The 
waviness of the resulting dither texture is the highest in the center of the image (right).

5 .2 .2  T e x tu r e  sh a p e

The shape of the halftoning texture is defined by the arrangem ent of threshold values 

in the dither screen. The previous chapter presented image based and procedural 

approaches to the design of textured dither screens. The objective here is to control 

texture shape by an auxiliary image. However, the amount of control is dependent on 

the type of the dithering texture. Due to the fundam ental limitations of the image 

based textures, their local control is limited. Unlike procedural textures, image based 

textures cannot be parameterized making impossible sm ooth changes of their shape.

The abrupt changes of texture shape are facilitated by piece-wise constant control 

images tha t define a particular texture shape from the set of available textures. This 

technique is applicable to both  image based and procedural dither screens and results 

in the use of multiple textures for halftoning of a single image. Thus, a  photograph of 

a lily is displayed with three different textures: rocks a t the background, leather for 

the small leaves, and line texture for the flower (Figure 5.2, bottom  left).
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Ambiguity of texture scale control

Figure 5.3: Definition of texture scale is not sufficient to control the appearance of texture. 
Thus, these images dem onstrate three ways to scale the same texture from left to right. 
Moreover, the continuous change of texture scale leads to the change in tex ture  direction 
making the control of scale and direction to be dependent on each other.

Procedural textures allow for smooth shape variations by making a  d ither kernel 

7”(s, t)  dependent on the auxiUary image. In the case of dither kernels produced by a 

combination of a  base texture function r(s , t) and two displacement maps (Equation 

4.7) the auxiUary image controls the displacement ampUtude as foUows:

T (s, t) =  r ( s  +  C(s, t)Ds{s, t), t +  C(s, t)Dt{s, t)) (5.2)

where C(s, t) is the control image value in the normalized coordinate space (s, t). For 

example, a circular gray ram p with the maximum at the center varies the ampUtude 

of Perlin’s noise texture (Figure 5.2). The waviness of the Une texture varies smoothly 

across the image and is the highest a t the center.

5 .2 .3  T e x tu r e  d ir e c t io n  an d  sca le

The control of texture direction and scale are faciUtated by the m apping function 

M.{u, v). Examples of mapping functions for constant scale and rotation are found in 

Section 4.1. The objective of this research is to control the mapping function locaUy. 

However, smooth changes of texture scale and direction are hard to achieve.

Consider the problem of continuously reducing the scale of the line texture from left 

to right. Figure 5.3 presents three different solutions to this problem. This example 

demonstrates the following problems:
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Local control of texture scale
Piece-wise constant 

control image Continuous control image

Figure 5.4: Texture scale is defined by the m apping function (Equation 5.3) and is controlled 
by the auxiliary image. The control is lim ited to the locally constant texture scale produced 
by piece-wise constant auxiliary images (image on the left). The use of the mapping function 
to vary the scale continiously may result in undesirable texture deformations (image on the 
right).

• Definition of the local texture scale does not produce a unique solution and is 

not sufficient for the overall control of the mapping function.

•  The continuous change of tex ture scale leads to the chzmge in texture direc

tion. Therefore, scale and direction are dependent and cannot be controlled by 

uncorrelated auxiliary images.

The dependence of the scale and direction can be explained mathematically as follows. 

The continuous change of the texture scale corresponds to the non-zero derivative of 

the mapping function. However, texture direction is also dependent on the derivatives 

of the mapping function and is found as tan"^(Af^/Af(,). Therefore, continuously 

changing scale leads to the change of texture direction.

The problem of defining a general mapping function that allows for continuous control 

of texture direction and scale is beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, I limit the prob

lem to the piece-wise constant control parameters resulting in texture discontinuities. 

The use of such parameters enables independent control of texture direction and scale 

(Figure 5.5, image on the right).

I control texture scale locally by modifying the scale mapping Ais  and augmenting
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Local control of texture direction
Piece-wise constant 

control image
Continuous 

control image
Scale and direction 
controls combined

Figure 5.5: Texture scale is defined by the mapping function (Equation 5.4) and is controlled 
by the auxiliary image. The control is limited to the locally constant texture direction 
(image on the left) and fails to change the texture direction continuously (image in the 
center). While in general the control of scale and direction are dependent on each other, 
the use of piece-wise constant parameters enables the independent control of scale and 
direction. Thus, the circular change of texture direction is complemented by radial texture 
scaling (image on the right).

scale factors s„ and s„ with the corresponding value of the auxiliary image C(u,v).

T(u ,v)  =  jM ,(u,u) o T  = T(C(u,v)suU,C(u,v)St,v) (5.3)

This local scale mapping M s ( u ,v )  works reliably only for the piecewise constant 

control images but may produce scaling artifacts in the case of continuously changing 

parameters. As an example, I attem pted to control texture scale using a  continuous 

circular ramp with the maximum in the center (Figure 5.4). The mapping function 

A4s(u,v)  produced a desired result in the case of the line texture (center image), 

however, failed for the cross-hatched texture (right image). The problem was corrected 

by quantizing a ramp to 8 values thus resulting in a  piece-wise constant auxiliary image 

(image on the left of Figure 5.4).

The angle of the rotation mapping is controlled by the corresponding value C(u, v) of 

the auxiliary image:

T(u, u) =  Mc(u,v) ° T  = T(cos(C(«,u)usin(C(u,u))u,sin(C(u,u))u 4- cos(C(u,v))v)

(5.4)

Similarly to the scale mapping, the rotation mapping works only for a  piece wise 

constant function C(u, v) and creates unpredictable results in the case of continuously
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changing control parameters (Figure 5.5).

5 .2 .4  S u m m a r y  o f  th e  im a g e  b a sed  te x tu r e  c o n tr o l

The discussion above was focused on controlling texture features locally by the use of 

a two-dimensional param eter function. This function is represented by an image and 

thus the techniques are referred to as “image based” texture control.

Image bcised techniques allow us to control texture shape, tone, contrast, direction and 

scale. Control of texture features is achieved by making either a  dither kernel function, 

or a  mapping function, or the error diffusion process to be dependent on the parameter 

function. While in general texture control techniques should accommodate any type 

of param eter functions, control of texture shape in image based dither screens, and 

the mapping function work reliably only for piece-wise constant parameters.

5.3 In terpretive halfton ing o f  tw o-d im ensional im ages

Image based control of texture features enables us to adapt the display to the external 

information. In this section I apply the image based techniques to the halftoning of 

photographs. I use the standard test image “Lena” and gradually adapt texture to 

various information thus increasing the complexity of the resulting halftoning. Because 

a two-dimensional image is displayed, the available information is limited to two- 

dimensional information and subjective, user defined information.

The first dither screen is the procedural line texture rotated by 60 degrees. The 

halftoning was produced by a combination of ordered dithering with the partial error 

diffusion (Equation 4.10, a  =  0.3). The resulting image (Figure 5.6, top) exhibits 

strong line texture. However, the halftoning texture is not adapted to the displayed 

information and interferes with the reproduction of image details. The rest of this 

section is focused on adapting the halftoning texture for the enhancement of the image 

display.

One approach to enhancement of image details is to incorporate these details into 

the dithering screen. I produced such a dithering screen by processing the original 

photograph with the CLAHE algorithm (Section 4.2). The resulting image (Figure

5.6, bottom right) is merged with the previous procedural line texture using Equation 

4.8. Incorporating image based features into the dither screen leads to increased
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Dither screen is a procedural line tex
ture rotated to 60 degrees. Halfton
ing with error diffusion and a  =  0.3.

Dither screen is adapted to the im
age by merging a procedural line tex
ture with the image based threshold 
matrix above. The threshold matrix 
was produced by CLAHE u; =  4, 
c =  0.25%.

Figure 5.6: Interpretive halftoning of the “Lena” image. Part 1
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image contrast and improved rendering of edges. (Figure 5.6). In the next examples 

I modify only the line texture and add the image based texture to generate the final 

dither screen.

The line texture used thus far is uniform across the image. The display of image 

features is enhanced if direction of the line texture is adapted to the image. I take the 

approach presented by Haeberli in [Hae90] and align texture direction to the direction 

of the image gradient. The image gradient is computed from a  smoothed out version 

of the original image. Image smoothing is needed to produce a slow changing gradient 

image and to avoid the influence of the original image textures and noise. Directions 

of the image gradient are mapped linearly to gray scale intensities (0 =  0 and tt =  1) 

and stored in the auxiliary image (Figure 5.7, top right). The resulting gradient 

image quantized to 16 intensity levels is used to control the texture mapping function 

j^c(u,v) (Section 5.2.3). Thus, the line texture is perpendicular to the direction of the 

local image gradient enhancing display of the image details (Figure 5.7, top).

Information used thus far was extracted firom the photograph by image processing 

operations. Dither screens adapted to such information can be generated without 

intervention of the user. However, the subjective image information is user dependent 

and is the result of user’s interpretation of the image. I demonstrate the use of 

subjective information by using an importance map found a t the bottom  right of 

Figure 5.7. According to the importance map, viewer’s attention should be focused 

on Lena’s face and shoulder. I a ttem pt to achieve this goal by using the importance 

map to control texture scale and shape. Thus, texture scale is inversely proportional 

to the importance of the image regions and is the largest a t the background (Figure

5.7, bottom ). Similarly, line waviness produced by Perlin’s noise (Equation 5.2) is the 

largest at the background (Figure 5.8, top).

Subjective information can be combined with the objective two-dimensional informa

tion into one control image. I combined the importance map with the magnitude 

of the image gradient to control the contrast of the halftoning texture (Figure 5.8, 

bottom ). The use of the resulting auxiliary image varied the amount of error diffusion 

and reduced texture contrast a t the face and a t the background edges of the image.

Overall, this section demonstrated application of image based texture control tech

niques to interpretive halftoning. The display of a photograph was modified by map

ping image derived information and subjective user interpretation to the shape, scale.
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Line texture is aligned with the 
directions of image gradient and 
merged with image based thresh
old matrix. Image gradient is com
puted from a smoothed out version 
of the original image. To avoid di
rectional artifacts gradient directions 
are quantized to 16 angles (image 
above).

Line texture is aligned with the im
age gradient and scaled according 
to the map above. Black repre
sents no scaling and white corre
sponds to maximum magnification of 
2.5. Thus, textures on the back
ground Eire rougher than on the fore
ground.

Figure 5.7: Interpretive halftoning of the “Lena” image. Part 2
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Line texture is perturbed with Per
lin’s noise. Noise amplitude and the 
texture scale are controlled by the 
image above.

The image is halftoned with locally 
adjusted error diffusion. The amount 
of error dlHusion (parameter a) is 
controlled by the image above. Black 
corresponds to a  =  0. and white to 
a  =  0.5. Dither matrix is the proce
dural line texture rotated to the gra
dient with scale and noise control.

Figure 5.8: Interpretive halftoning of the “Lena” image. Part 3
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direction, and contrast of the halftoning texture. The use of the photograph limits the 

amount of information available to the user and to  the rendering system. Thus, in

terpretive halftoning of two-dimensional images heavily depends on user’s interaction 

with the rendering system and user’s analysis of the displayed image.

5.4 In terp retive  H alftoning o f  3-D  S cen es

This section is devoted to the interpretive halftoning of 3-D scenes. The goal of 

this study is to  enhance scene the display using halftoning texture. In particular, the 

texture is used to  enhance the depiction of objects’ geometries, their relative positions, 

and the scene illumination. Also, image display is adapted to the subjective user 

defined information to focus viewer’s attention on curta in  objects or their features.

The first approach is scene based and relies on the extension of the 3-D rendering sys

tem to produce a  d ither screen. The second approach is to store scene information in 

^buffers [ST90] and to use these buffers to control image based interpretive halfton

ing. I discuss the  advantages and limitations of both  approaches and demonstrate the 

use of a  combination of both techniques to the rendering of 3-D scenes.

5 .4 .1  S c e n e  b a se d  ap p roach  t o  th e  h a lf to n in g  o f  3 -D  scenes

Most current com puter graphics systems use a scene description language to define 

object geometries, their optical properties and locations. Photorealistic rendering 

systems display this scene by approximating light d istribution in the environment. 

The scene based comprehensive rendering techniques use object descriptions to control 

graphics primitives in the resulting display [ARS79, KK87, SPR'*"94].

In this research I follow a hybrid approach. I extent Persistence of Vision raytracer 

(PoV) to produce both  the photorealistic display of the scene and the dither screen 

for the halftoning of this scene. Thus, the scene description language is extended 

to define not only the object surfaces but also the halftoning texture of the final 

display. Because the traditional rendering system is used to generate a dither screen 

the direction and scale of the halftoning texture are controlled by the standard texture 

mapping techniques. In particular, I explored the use of two-dimensional and volume 

texture mapping methods.
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2D texture mapping of dither m atrices

Figure 5.9: The dither m atrix  is constructed by merging an image based brick texture 
with a procedural line texture (left). When this dither m atrix is textured mapped onto the 
rotated plane the texture becomes scaled to reflect the perspective distortion (center image). 
However, scaling leads to aliasing of the line texture a t the far end of the plane. Distortions 
of the line texture is avoided by projecting only the image based component of the dither 
matrix (image on the right). Thus the line texture is generated using the projected image 
based texture and then merged with it to produce the final projected dither matrix.

T w o -d im en sio n a l t e x tu r e  m app ing

Two-dimensional texture mapping is based on the assignment of two-dimensional tex

ture coordinates to  the surface points of the object. These texture coordinates are 

projected onto the viewing plane together with the object geometry. Thus texture 

scale and direction are adjusted to the curvature of the object’s surface and to the an

gle between the surface and the viewing plane. I use this property of two-dimensional 

texture mapping to construct a  dither screen for halftoning of a plane (Figure 5.4.1).

The plane in Figure 5.4.1 is illuminated &om the top and is rendered with two positions 

of the camera: straight-on close (left image) and distant angled a t 50*̂  to the surface 

(images a t the center and right). The halftoning texture is a  combination of the image 

based brick texture w ith the procedural line texture. The line texture was generated 

using image based techniques and is controlled by auxiliary images correlated with 

the brick texture. The dither screen is produced by texture mapping the dither kernel 

to the surface of the plane.

The center image demonstrates the scaling and the change of direction of the halfton

ing texture according to  the viewing perspective of the  image. However, scaling of 

the line texture leads to texture aliasing and to the distortion of the overall texture 

appearance. Moreover, due to the scaling and texture filtering tha t is necessary to
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reduce aliasing, the d istribution of threshold values in the resulting dither screen does 

not satisfy the uniformity and homogeneity properties of good dither screens. This 

problem of line scaling and aliasing in the context of pen and ink rendering was cited 

by Winkenbach and Salesin [WS94, WS96] and was solved by the use of planar maps. 

My solution in the context of interpretive halftoning is presented on the right of Figure 

5.4.1. In this case only the brick texture and the auxiliary images tha t control line 

texture were mapped to  the plane. The line texture is produced using the projected 

auxiliary images and is merged with the projected brick texture. This approach to 

dither screen design provides visual cues of object’s scale and ro tation  while avoiding 

scaling and aliasing o f the line texture.

Overall, two-dimensional texture mapping is an effective approach to the design of 

dither screens tha t are aligned with the surfaces of displayed objects. However, this 

technique may lead to  undesired scaling and aliasing of the halftoning texture. These 

artifacts are avoided in the case of procedural textures by limiting the texture mapping 

to the control images and  by generating the final dither screen w ith the previous image 

based techniques.

Two-dimensional tex ture mapping requires the assignment of texture coordinates to 

the object surfaces. T he problem of minimal distortion texture m apping is the objec

tive of recent research in com puter graphics [BV1G91, LM98]. These current solutions 

are applicable to polygonal models and are computationally intensive. Thus, the use of 

two-dimensional texture mapping is limited to objects with the simple correspondence 

between texture coordinates and the surface.

V olum e tex tu res

The problem of texture coordinate assignment is avoided by the use of volume (or 

three-dimensional) textures [PH89, EMP"*‘94]. Volume textures were used in compre

hensive rendering by Saito and Takahashi [ST90] and for com puter generated copper 

plates by Leister [Lei94]. Moreover, Haeberli [Rob97] used volume textures for 3-D 

halftoning. My research extends Haeberli’s approach and applies the techniques for 

the dither screen design to volume textures.

Similarly to Leister [Lei94] 1 define volume textures as three-dimensional functions 

that depend on the distance from some plane. In my research 1 use one-dimensional 

procedural textures r ( s )  (Equations 4.4,4.5) where s is the distance to the plane. The
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Horizontal 3-D texture
Normal view View from above

a b

c d

M ultidirectional 
3D textures

Figure 5.10: 3-D textures are used to produce a dither screen. The change in texture 
direction and scale reveals the shape of the object. However, unidirectional 3-D textures 
(e.g. horizontal texture a t the left) may also create create severe tone distortions (example 
d, black stop in the bright area of the sphere). Thus the alignment of 3-D textures is closely 
related to the curvature of the object and the camera position. Multi directional are created 
by merging two unidirectional textures and are less dependent on the object curvature.

value of the threshold in the dither screen is thus depends on the texture function r(s) 

and the distance of the corresponding surface point to the specified plane. Examples 

of dither screens produced by volume textures are presented in Figure 5.10. The dither 

screens for the sphere and cone are generated by a horizontally aligned texture. The 

use of this texture depicts the curvature of these objects and the perspective of the 

image. The volume texture on the scene’s floor and the wall are scaled automatically 

providing a  visual cue of the distance from the camera.

The use of dither screens w ith volume textures is a  simple and powerful approach to 

interpretive halftoning. However, it is often hard to control the scale of the volume 

texture. Unlike two-dimensional texture mapping, the scale of the volume texture 

depends on the direction of the texture, on the position of the camera, and on the 

curvature of the object. Compare the examples a,c to b,d in Figure 5.10. The same 

volume textures are used to display the scene viewed by two difierent cameras. In the 

case of the sphere the change of the viewing position revealed the artifact of volume
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texturing. Unlike the texture on the cone (image 6) the lines on the surface of the 

sphere are spaced unevenly (image d). Moreover, the black spot on the top of the 

sphere is the result of the uneven scaling and the cause of shading distortions in the 

image. In general, texture scale increases when the surface becomes parallel to the 

plane tha t controls the texture (horizontal plane in this case). Thus, ideally the angle 

between the control plane and the object’s surface projected onto the viewing plane 

should be nearly constant. However, such a  direction is hard to find for an  arbitrary 

object.

The dependency of the texture scale on the direction of the control plane can be 

reduced by the use of multi directional textures. Two-directional textures are used in 

halftoning of spheres at the right of Figure 5.10. These dither screens are generated 

by two volume textures aligned a t an angle to each other. The resulting halftoning 

approximates stippling and cross-hatching techniques of traditional a rt media and 

minimizes the non-uniform scaling of texture.

D iscu ssion  o f  the scene b ased  approaches

Two-dimensional and volume texture mapping are two examples of the scene based ap

proach to the interpretive halftoning of tree-dimensional scenes. I extended the scene 

description language to include information about the halftoning texture. Moreover, 

the raytracing software was used to render both a photorealistic tone image and a 

dithering screen.

The advantage of the scene based approach is the ability to use previous texture 

mapping techniques to design the dither screen. Thus, the scale and direction of the 

halftoning texture are controlled autom atically by the curvature of the object and its 

position in the scene. However, the use of traditional texture mapping also limits the 

control over these texture features. In particular, excessive texture scaling may lead 

to aliasing and modification of the threshold distribution.

5 .4 .2  Im a g e  b ased  a p p ro a c h  t o  th e  h a lfto n in g  o f  3 -D  sc e n e s

Unlike the scene based approaches, the image based technique does not use a three- 

dimensional texture mapping to produce a dither screen. In the image based approach 

the dither screen is constructed by two-dimensional texture control techniques (Section 

5.2). These techniques account for the three-dimensional scene information by the use
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irf-buffer

Unique object identifiers are stored 
in the id-bufier (above). The bufier 
is used to control texture waviness 
scale and direction resulting in the 
unique texture for display of every 
object (left image).

n-buffer

Direction of object normals pro
jected on the viewing plane are 
stored in the n-buffer. The buffer 
controls direction of the “pencil” tex
ture (left image).

Figure 5.11: Image based 3-D halftoning using id-buffer and n-buffer

of <7-buffers [ST90]. In this research the ^buffers are created by the PoV raytracer 

as an intermediate step in the photorealistic rendering of the scene. The raytracer 

produces the following ^-buffers:

# id-buffer

A unique identifier is assigned to every object in the  scene. These identifiers are 

stored in the id-buffer to separate image regions th a t depict different objects of 

the scene.

•  n-buffer

Pixels of the n-buffer store the surface information o f the corresponding objects. 

In this research the normal of the object is projected onto the viewing plane. 

The direction of this projection is mapped to the gray scale values and is stored
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in the n-bufifer.

•  /-buffer

The scene illumination information is stored in the /-bufiFer. This buflFer diflFeren- 

tiates image regions illuminated by direct and diffused light. Separate /-buffers 

are constructed for every light source in the scene.

•  z-buffer and its  derivatives

The distance between the camera and the object’s surface is stored in the z-buffer. 

Saito and Takahashi [ST90] pointed out that the first and second derivatives of 

the z-buffer represent silhouettes and ridges of the objects. Thus, the z-buffer 

is produced by the raytracer directly. The silhouettes z-buffer éind the ridges 

z”-buffer are computed afterwards by taking the derivatives of the saved z-buffer.

I dem onstrate the use of the «^buffers by halftoning a  scene with the simple geometric 

objects: cylinder, sphere, and box. (Figure 5.11, 5.12, 5.13). The id-buffer controls 

texture scale, waviness, and direction in the top image of Figure 5.11. Thus, every 

object is visually separated by different textures in the resulting halftoning. However, 

the use of the td-buffer alone does not enhance the display of object geometries. To 

achieve this goal Haeberli in [Hae90] suggested the alignment of display texture to 

the projection of the normals onto the viewing plane. Thus, I control the direction 

of the pencil stroke texture with the n-buffer in the bottom  image on Figure 5.11. In 

this example the halftoning texture helps to differentiate between surfaces and reveals 

objects’ curvature.

The viewer’s understanding of the scene illumination can be enhanced by segmenting 

shadows and directly lit image regions. I use the /-buffer to change the shape of the 

halftoning texture in the shadow of one of the light sources (Figure 5.12, top). Thus, 

the object surfaces that are not illuminated by this light source are unified by the 

halftoning texture.

The fog effects were often used in computer graphics to reduce the contrast of the 

d istant objects in the scene thus enhancing the appreciation of the scene’s depth. 

Similarly, I reduce the contrast of the halftoning texture tha t displays the distant 

scene surfaces. This effect is achieved by increasing the a  parameter of the error 

diffusion process proportionally to the z-buffer (Figure 5.12 bottom).

The other example of the use of the z-buffer is presented in Figure 5.13. In this 

case the first and second derivatives of the z-buffer are merged into the previous
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/-buffer

The /-buffer identifies direct light 
(white and gray) and shadows 
(black) created by one of the light 
sources. The buffer modifies halfton
ing texture in the shadow thus uni
fying image areas with the similar il
lumination.

z-buffer

Distances firom the viewing plane 
to scene objects are stored in the 
z-buffer. The buffer controls the 
amount of error diffusion producing 
softer textures on the distant sur
faces and high contrast textures on 
the close surfaces.

Figure 5.12: Image based 3-D halftoning using 1-buffer and z-buffer

dithering screen. Incorporating 2 ' and z”-buffers into the halftoning texture results in 

the enhancement of object silhouettes and ridges.

Image based rendering techniques lend themselves to the incorporation of the sub

jective information into the scene display. The subjective information is presented in 

the form of the importance map and is used in the combination w ith the previous 

^buffers. Consider the example of the foot bones rendering (Figure 5.14). The image 

map assigns the highest importance values to the front two bones of the model. The 

display is adapted to this importance map by using different g-buffers to control the 

texture. Thus, the n-buffer controls direction of the halftoning texture enhancing the 

display of curvature of the most important bones. The other bones are displayed with
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Silhouettes Ridges

r

z-buffer z-buffer

w ^ m

Figure 5.13: First and second derivatives of the z-buffer represent silhouette edges and 
internal ridges of the objects (top images). These buffers are added into the dither screen 
generated before to delineate objects and the background.
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Importance image

The viewer’s attention should be fo
cused on the darkest two bones on 
the front.

Figure 5.14; The im portance map is used to control textures in the display of the three- 
dimensional model of the  foot bones. The most im portant bones is halftoned with textures 
aligned by the n-buffer. The id-buffer controls the shape, scale, and direction of texture for 
the display of other bones.

textures controlled by the td-buffer. The least im portant bones are halftoned by the 

partial error diffusion algorithm with the constant threshold. The silhouettes of all 

bones are enhanced using the z-buffer.

Overall, the examples above demonstrated enhancement of the scene display by the 

use of the ^-buffers and importance maps. The ^-buffers store three-dimensional scene 

information and are produced by the traditional rendering system. The importance 

map is drawn by the user and defines the relative importance of the scene objects. 

The ÿ-buffers and  the importance map are assigned to control features of the halfton

ing texture. The texture control is facilitated by the two-dimensional methods thus 

avoiding aliasing and scaling artifacts of the scene based approaches.

5 .4 .3  D is c u s s io n  o f  th e  3 -D  scen e  b a sed  h a lfto n in g

I presented two approaches to the enhancement of the binary display of three-dimensional 

scenes. Both approaches use three-dimensional information to control the halftoning 

texture.

The first approach is based on the scene description and extends traditional photore

alistic rendering system to produce a dither screen. Param eters of the texture in this
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case are controlled by the previous texture mapping techniques. The advantage of 

this approach is thus the automatic adjustm ent of the texture scale and direction to 

the position and to the curvature of the object’s surface. However, the use of three- 

dimensional texture mapping limits the control of texture features and may result in 

aliasing.

The second approach is based on two-dimensional methods of texture control that are 

discussed in Section 5.2. The scene information is stored by the rendering system into 

^buffers and is m apped to the shape, scale, direction, and contrast of the halftoning 

texture. Therefore, in the image based approach texture features are not controlled 

automatically by the scene, but are dependent on the user specified mapping. More

over, the use of two-dimensional texture control allows us to avoid aliasing artifacts 

of the scene based approach.

The scene and image based approaches can be combined to generate a  single dither 

screen. Thus, skin and eyes surfaces of the Beethoven’s bust (Figure 5.15) are rendered 

with two-directional volume texture. The hair, shirt, and tie are halftoned with the 

procedural line texture aligned by the n-bufier and scaled by the id-bufier. The suit 

surface is displayed by the image based canvas texture. The appreciation of the scene 

illumination is enhanced by unifying shadow regions with the procedural line texture. 

The overall texture contrast is controlled by the z-buffer. Thus, in this example volume 

textures are combined with procedural and image based textures adapted to the g- 

buffers. Image based techniques are used to control the overall assignment of textures 

and the overall contrast of the display.

5.5 D iscu ssion  o f  th e  in terp retive halfton ing

This chapter was devoted to the use of the halftoning texture for the enhancement of 

information display. This goal is reached by adapting texture features to the displayed 

information. Thus, my research was focused on the techniques tha t control texture 

shape, scale, direction, and contrast according to the specified information.

I developed the control of texture using two approaches. The first approach is image 

based and tailors texture features using auxihary images. This approach is suitable 

for halftoning of both  photographs and computer generated three-dimensional scenes. 

The second approach is specific to the halftoning of 3-D scenes and is based on the
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Figure 5.15: Both image and scene based techniques are used in the halftoning of the model 
of the Beethoven’s bust. The skin and the eyes are rendered with the volume textures. 
Textures of the hair, the shirt, and the tie are controlled by the n-buffer and are scaled 
using the id-buffer. The suit is displayed with the image based canvas texture. The back
ground is the line texture controlled by the Worley’s texture. The silhouettes and ridges 
are highlighted by incorporating the z ’ and z ” -buffers into the dither screen. The shadow 
regions are identified by the 1-buffer and are displayed with the line texture.
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2-D halftoning

Texture is aligned w ith the 2-D image 
gradient. Texture scale and contrast 
are controlled by the importance map 
and are the smallest a t the iris.

3-D halftoning

Volume texture reveals surface curva
ture. Directly illuminated and shadow 
regions are separated by the image 
based line texture.

Figure 5.16: The same image is halftoned using different information to control the texture. 
2-D halftoning is limited to the subjective user defined information — an importance map; 
and is meant to enhance the appreciation of the features already present in the image — 
image gradient in this example. The 3-D halftoning uses the scene information including 
object geometry and the illumination thus providing visual cues about external information.

scene description. In this case previous texture mapping algorithms are used to control 

the direction and scale of the halftoning texture.

The resulting halftoning system enables the user to adapt image halftoning to hers/his 

interpretation of the displayed information. The effectiveness of the produced render

ing is dependent on the mapping of information to the features of the texture. The 

effectiveness of this mapping is the subject to the stylistic, aestetic, cultural, or other 

evaluations tha t are beyond the scope of this thesis. Thus, the use of the external 

information and its mapping to the texture features are presented here only for the 

demonstration of the texture control techniques.
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Chapter 6

Texture Control in 
Photorealistic Halftoning

In this chapter I apply the previously developed texture control technique to photore

alistic halftoning. The goal of this investigation is to minimize the halftoning artifacts 

and to enhance the rendition of the original image details. In order to evaluate the 

results I develop a mulstiscale edge measure. This measure provides a  tool for quanta- 

tive analysis of the halftoning texture and distortions of the original image details. I 

use the error measure to support my previous observations and to com pare halftoned 

images.

6.1 P reservation  o f  im age details in halftoned  im ages

The texture control technique (Chapter 4) enables us to define the halftoning texture. 

Thus far I have used this technique to introduce an external texture and to  enhance 

information display with illustrative elements. In this chapter I take a  different ap

proach and use the texture control technique to enhance photorealistic image display. 

Moreover, the objective is to avoid the appearance of external textures and to preserve 

edges and textures present in the original image.

Unlike previous ordered dithering techniques, I do not attem pt to find a  perfect dither 

matrix suitable for the display of every image. My approach is to construct a dither 

screen tha t is specific to the reproduction of a  particular image. Because I want to 

avoid the introduction of external textures, I construct a  dither screen from the original 

image by processing it w ith the adaptive histogram equalization (AHE) algorithm 

(Section 4.2). The use of original image textures in the dither screen guarantees the
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appearance of these textures in the halftoned image. Furthermore, I combine ordered 

dithering with the error diffusion algorithm  to improve the reproduction of image 

tones and to control texture contrast. T he error diffusion algorithm is controlled by 

two parameters. Param eter a  defines the influence of approximation errors on the 

output of the current pixel and is discussed in relation to the thresholds used for 

ordered dithering (Section 6.1.1). The size of the approximation regions processed 

by the error diffusion algorithm  effects the dot clustering properties in the resulting 

halftoning and is explored in Section 6.1.2.

6 .1 .1  E rror d iffu s io n  w it h  v a r io u s  th r e sh o ld s

The effect of error diffusion in the combination of constant threshold and dither screens 

generated by AHE and CL AHE algorithms is presented in Figure 6.1. The halfton

ing with a constant threshold ^ (left column) is equivalent to previous research in 

photorealistic tone reproduction. In particular, Floyd and Steinberg [FS76] use the 

constant threshold and d istribute all the approximation errors to the neighbor pixels 

(the bottom left image). The use of the full error diffusion with the constant threshold 

results in the good approxim ation of image tones but “washes out” original image tex

tures and edges. Eschbach and Knox [EK91] also use a constant threshold bu t reduce 

the amount of error diffusion. P artial error diffusion results in the overall increase of 

image contrast but does not preserve original image textures (the center image on the 

left, Figure 6.1).

In Chapter 4 1 have shown th a t processing images with the adaptive histogram equal

ization (AHE) algorithm approximates threshold distribution properties of traditional 

dither screens. However, the close correspondence between the reproduced image and 

the dither screen may lead to the poor approximation of image tones. Clearly, because 

1 use the dither screen generated from the image to be reproduced, the correlation 

between threshold values and the image is very high. This correlation explains the re

sults of halftoning w ith the AHE and CLAHE dither screens (top row, center and right 

image. Figure 6.1). Even though these dither screens reproduce image details better 

than the simple thresholding (top left image), the gray scale values of the original 

image are poorly approxim ated. This flaw is resolved by the use of error diffusion.

Compare the halftoning w ith the CLAHE and AHE dither screens combined with 

full error diffusion (bottom  row, center and right images. Figure 6.1). As expected.
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The effect of error diffusion
on halftoning with various dither screens.

Constant threshold
CLAHE 

4x4 regions 
50% clipping

AHE 
4x4 regions

No error diffusion a  =  0

Partial error diffusion a  =  0.51

Full error diffusion a  =  1.0

Figure 6.1: The effect of error diffusion depends on the thresholds used for halftoning. The 
left column corresponds to the constant threshold and demonstrates Floyd-Steinberg [FS76] 
(bottom image) and Eschbach-Knox [EK91] (center image) approaches. I use dither screens 
generated by the AHE and CLAHE algorithms to enhance the display of the original image 
details. However, due to correlation between these screens and the reproduced image, 
the tone reproduction is inaccurate (top row). The use of error diffusion improves tone 
reproduction and avoids the distortion of image details. The noise artifacts resulted from 
the enhancement of textures by the AHE algorithm and are controlled by clipping histogram 
values in the CLAHE algorithm (center colunm). These images are printed a t 150 dpi.
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in comparison to Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion (bottom left image), the use of the 

original image textures in these dither screens improved the display of image details. 

Unfortunately, the halftoning with the AHE dither screen suffers from noise amplifi

cation in the uniformly shaded areas. These noise artifacts are  reduced by limiting 

the contrast enhancement and by clipping histogram values in th e  CLAHE algorithm.

6 .1 .2  A p p lic a t io n s  to  th e  n o n  c lu stered  an d  c lu s te r e d  h a lf to n in g

Examples in Figure 6.1 demonstrated image enhancement by th e  use of error diffu

sion with various dither screens. The other approach is to enhance image features 

independently from the halftoning algorithm. Thus, Jarvis et al. [JJN76] suggested 

a pre-processing step and convolved an image with an edge enhancement filter. This 

technique combined w ith the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion reveals the edges and tex

tures of the original image (Figure 6.2, top right image). However, this pre-processing 

step is a compromise between the display of edges and the accuracy of tone reproduc

tion. Because a processed image is used for halftoning, the error diffusion algorithm 

is unable to approximate original gray scale values. Thus, shifts in the overall im

age intensity are visible in the regions with many details (e.g. hair, feathers on the 

hat). The halftoning with the CLAHE dither screen with full error diffusion avoids 

this artifact while enhancing the reproduction of image texture and  edges (Figure 6.2, 

bottom  left).

Overall, the use of image based dither screens produced by th e  CLAHE algorithm 

compare favorably to previous halftoning approaches. My approach avoids the local 

and global shifts in image tones present in partial error diffusion of Eschbach and 

Knox [EK91] and image pre-processing of Jarvis et al. [JJN76] (Figure 6.2). Also, the 

halftoning with image based dither screens results in the sim ilar tone reproduction as 

Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion without the loss of original image textures.

The halftoning techniques discussed thus far did not take into account the properties of 

the output hardware. Because most hard-copy devices are unable to set isolated pixels 

reliably, halftoning with clustered dots is required (Section 2.2.1). Dot clustering is 

often achieved by the arrangement of thresholds in the dither screen (Figure 6.3, left). 

Unfortunately, the use of clustered screens leads to the introduction of strong artificial 

texture that destroys fine image details.

In this chapter I show how dot clustering is achieved by increasing the size of ap-
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Reproduction of edges in non clustered halftoning

Floyd-Steinberg 
error difiiision [FS76]

Error diffusion 
with Jarvis et. al. 

edge enhancement [JJN76]

Partial error diffusion 
Eschbach and Knox [EK91] 

a  =  0.7

CLAHE 
4x4 regions, 50% clipping 

full error diffusion

Figure 6.2: Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion smoothes out edges and textures of the original 
image (top left). A pre-processing edge enhancement of Jarvis et. al. [JJN76] minimizes 
these artifacts of error diffusion (top right). However, the edge enhancement approach leads 
to local shifts of tone in the highly detailed areas of heir and the hat. The other technique 
is to reduce the amount of error diffusion thus increasing the overall contrast of the image 
(bottom left). My approach is to use a dither screen generated by the CLAHE algorithm 
and to control tone reproduction with the error diffusion algorithm. The resulting image 
(bottom right) is a  close approximation of the original tones that avoids the loss of the 
original image edges and textures. The images are printed at 150 dpi.
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Original image 
(fragment)

C lustered d ith er

3x3 dither matrix AHE 6x6 regions 
Error diffusion with 2x2 blocks

Figure 6.3: Ordered clustered dithering is used in printing hardware. Unfortunately, this 
algorithm introduces artificial texture and distorts image details (left image). I achieve 
clustered halftoning by using an error diffusion tha t processes blocks of pixels at a time. 
This error diffusion in combination with the image based dither screening results in the 
alignment of dot clusters along image edges (right image). A dither screen is generated by 
processing an image with the CLAHE algorithm (33% clipping). Error diffusion processes 
2x2 pixel blocks. These images are printed at 300 dpi.
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proximation regions used in the error diffusion algorithm (Section 4.4). In a  manner 

similar to non-clustered halftoning I combine error diffusion w ith the image based 

dither screen to enhance the display of edges and textures. Thus, 2x2 pixel blocks are 

used by the modified error diffusion process and resulted in sufiBcient dot clustering 

(Figure 6.3, right). In  comparison to the traditional ordered d ither my approach aligns 

edge clusters w ith the edges of the original image thus guaranteeing their display in 

the final halftoning. Moreover, the original image textures are enhanced.

The above discussion was based on subjective judgm ent of image quality and visual 

evaluation was the only argument in favor or against a certain technique. This analysis 

is dependent on the viewer and is hard to duplicate. Moreover, subjective analysis 

cannot be adapted to automatic selection of parameters of halftoning in photorealistic 

optimization based methods (Section 2.2.3) and in interpretive halftoning. In the 

rest of this chapter I develop a quantative measure of the halftoning artifacts and 

distortions. Further, I use this measure to review the results presented thus far.

6.2 M u ltisca le  analysis o f  halftoned  im ages

Most researchers in quantative analysis of images have used general models of image 

vision. An overview of the application of these models to halftoning was presented 

in Section 2.1. The halftoning process introduces several types of image distortions. 

For the analysis of a  particular photorealistic halftoning algorithm it is important 

to measure each distortion type separately. Unfortunately, general error metrics are 

difficult to adapt to this task.

Because edges are im portant to our perception of visual information, edges should be 

preserved by both photorealistic and N PR halftoning techniques. The motivation for 

an edge based image quality research comes from the observation that in traditional 

illustration techniques such as pen-and-ink or pencil drawing, object edges are the first 

to be drawn by an artist. Thus, NPR techniques that attem pt to imitate traditional 

art medium are likely to pay greater attention to edges than to other image features 

such as shading. None of the previous image quality measures could e\'aluate edge 

structures independently from the rest of the shading information.

Thus, 1 have concentrated my reseaurch on the analysis of edges in halftoned im

ages. My work is based on multiscale edge analysis developed by Mallat et. al. 

[MH92, MZ92]. Their approach allows me to detect significant edges at various image
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resolutions. I apply multiscale edge cinalysis to hcdftoned images and differentiate 

between two types of edges:

• re p ro d u c e d  edges

These edges are present in the original image and should be reproduced by the 

halftoning algorithm. Typical distortions of image edges include modification of 

edge shape and position, exaggeration or reduction of edge contrast.

# artificial edges

These edges are introduced by the halftoning algorithm and are often the result 

of tone quantization, abrupt changes of texture, and dot alignment.

The multiscale edge analysis algorithm is described in Section 6.2.1. Application of 

this algorithm to detection o f image artifacts is discussed in Section 6.2.2. I extend 

the edge based measure to evaluation of rendered image edges in Section 6.2.3.

6 .2 .1  M u ltisc a le  a n a ly s is  o f  ed g es .

The multiscale edge analysis approach is motivated by the physiological evidence that 

retinal receptive fields act like edge detectors of different sizes and directions. Mallat 

and Hwang [MH92] proposed a wavelet based technique for detection of significant 

image edges. Their multiscale edge characterization led to the development of image 

compression schemes, image noise reduction algorithms, and techniques for motion es

tim ation [MZ92]. I use this multiscale analysis to detect significant edges in halftoned 

images. Two types of edges are identified: reproduced edges and edge artifacts. Re

produced edges are edges th a t were present in the original image. Edge artifacts are 

introduced by the halftoning algorithm. The halftoned image quality measure uses 

these two types of edges.

C h a ra c te r iz a tio n  o f  m u ltisca le  edges.

In this section I review the multiscale edge characterization algorithm proposed by 

Mallat et. al. [MZ92, MH92].

Most multiscale edge detectors smooth an image a t various scales and detect sharp 

variation points from their first- or second- order derivatives. Similarly, Mallat and 

Zhong [MZ92] construct a  wavelet transform for multiscale edge detection. The 

wavelet transform W{ f )  is based on a convolution of a  signal /  and a dilated wavelet
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function at m ultiple scales. Various scales of the signal are derived by multiple appli

cation of the smoothing function. The smoothing function 0{x) used by Mallat and 

Zhong [MZ92] is a  spline approximation of a Gaussian filter. If the wavelet functions 

jp is the first-order derivative of 9{x), then the detection of extrem a points of the 

wavelet transform  is equivalent to Canny[Can86] edge detection. Thus, I will deal 

only with extrem a points of the wavelet transform.

In the case of images, the extrema points are two-dimensional vectors Wy{f)) .

The modulus of the  wavelet (|lV x(/)p  -f- |IVy( / ) | ^ ) 2  characterizes the  strength of an 

edge. Edge direction a t an extrema point can be computed as a rg iWx i f )  + ilV x (/)). 

Extrem a points o f the same scale are connected into contour lines. The two points 

are chained together if they have similar magnitude and direction. The edge length 

is equal to the num ber of points in the contour line.

The evolution of extrem a values across multiple scales is the basis for characterization 

of edges. The Lipschitz regularity is the quantative measure of edge types. Mallat 

and Hwang[MH92) proved tha t the Lipschitz regularity can be com puted fiom the 

decay of coefficients across scales. For example, the Lipschitz regularity for isolated 

image dots (Dirac functions) is equal to —1, similarly, the regularity of white noise is 

negative and close to 0.

In other words, the modulus of a wavelet transform at extrem a points which cor

respond to noise decrease quickly with the reduction of scale. On the other hand, 

the extrema points th a t correspond to significant edges are found a t a broad range 

of scales. Therefore, cross-correlation between edges a t multiple scales allows us to 

define a measure of edge importance.

In this work I explore the use of multiscale edge characterization for the analysis 

of halftoned images. In the next section I show th a t M allat and Zhong’s [MZ92] 

algorithm is directly applicable to detection of various types of edges in halftoned 

images.

S ign ifican t e d g e s  o f  a  h a lf to n e d  im age.

The analysis of halftoned images is based on detection of the visible edges. I call these 

edges significant edges. The significant edges are detected by the following procedure:

1. The M allat's et. al. [MH92, MZ92] wavelet transform is applied to a  halftoned 

image.
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O riginal image Halftoned
unaee

Smoothed image

Wavelet modulus

Extrem a points of the wavelet transform

Wavelet extrem a points which correspond to significant edges

iil f
I

■!  ■ 1

Figure 6.4: A ramp image is halftoned by Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm and 
printed at 300 dpi. M ultiresolution analysis is used for detection of significant edges. Sig
nificant edges closely correspond to visible artifacts
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2. Extrema points of the wavelet transform are identified and linked together to 

form edge contours.

3. Contour lines w ith the Lipschitz regularity of <  —0.3 are removed. Thus, edges 

corresponding to  high frequency noise are removed.

4. Extrema points of a fine scale that do not propagate to a  coarser scale are elim

inated. Thus, weak edges are removed.

I illustrate the detection of significant edges using a  ram p image with intensities 

[0. halftoned with the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm (Figure 6.4, top 

row). A wavelet sm oothing and a  wavelet decomposition to four dyadic scales are 

presented (Figure 6.4, rows 2 and 3). Notice, that at the coarse levels the smoothed out 

image becomes a  closer approximation of the original. Extrem a points of the wavelet 

transform are presented in Figure 6.4 (row 4). The results of detection of significant 

edges presented in Figure 6.4 (row 5). The significant edges are representative of the 

known weaknesses of the Floyd-Steinberg halftoning process. Thus, this technique is 

applicable to the evaluation of the halftoned images.

I define a numeric measure of image quality using significant edges. The first part 

of this numeric measure should be applied to images that depict edge artifacts. The 

second part of the measure considers edges in the original image and the manner in 

which they are reproduced. I present the measure of edge artifacts in Section 6.2.2 

and the edge reproduction measure in Section 6.2.3.

6 .2 .2  E v a lu a tio n  o f  e d g e  a r tifa c ts .

Given a halftoned image I wish to measure the strength of edge artifacts. This measure 

is based on the detection of significant edges described in the previous section. I discuss 

this measure using a  gray scale ramp image with intensity range of [0, |^). I study the 

performance of three popular algorithms applied to this image. These algorithms 

introduce distinct types of artifacts (Figure 6.5):

•  Clustered dot d ither with 3 x 3  matrix produces strong quantization bands.

•  Ordered dispersed dither with 8 x 8  matrix produces visible texture segmentation 

artifact.

• Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion suffers from snake-like dot alignment.
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C lustered 3x3 dither

Dispersed 8x8 dither

Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion

Figure 6.5: Detection of edge artifacts produced by popular halftoning algorithms. Left 
column presents halftoned images printed a t 150 dpi. The edge artifact detected a t the 4-th 
dyadic scale are presented in the right column.
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Table 6.1: S trength of edge artifacts across multiple scales

cl c'-̂ ĉ c'*
Clustered dither 91.03 22.53 5.35 4.08
Dispersed dither 102.65 15.43 4.04 1.46
Floyd-Steinberg 109.47 14.12 2.82 1.45

Let W  =  (|M ^(/)|^4-|W ^(/)|^)z  be the magnitude of an extrema point of the wavelet 

transform at a  scale i. T he strength of an edge artifact is an average of magnitudes 

of edge points at a  given scale:

(6 . 1)
k=l

where, n* is the number of edge points a t a scale i. Numerical results for the tested 

halftoned images are presented in Table 6.1.

I believe tha t this e* measure of the artifact strength closely corresponds to visual 

observations of the halftoned images. Clustered dither produces the most visible 

quantization artifact. Also, the corresponding values e* are consistently large for 

coarse scales. Dispersed d ither does not introduce strong quantization bands, though, 

sharp texture borders are visible. This is directly reflected by the numerical measures. 

Dispersed dither artifacts are weaker than the quantization bands. Error difiiision is 

often the preferred m ethod of image display. The numerical measures of artifacts 

for this method are also the smallest. Notice, for the coarsest scale dispersed dither 

and error diffusion artifacts are sim ilar in strength. Indeed, both algorithms, produce 

similar visual impression when viewed from a large distance.

It is also im portant to analyze the decay of e* values with the change of scales. The 

strength of artifacts decrease the fastest for the error diffusion algorithm. Thus, ac

cording to multiscale edge theory [MH92], these artifacts correspond to high frequency 

noise. Also, according to Ulichney’s analysis [UliSS], the spectrum of error diffusion 

is approximately equal to the blue noise. On the other hand, e‘ decrease slowly for 

the clustered dot dither, due to the low frequency of the produced artifacts.

The presented measure o f multiscale edge artifacts closely agrees with the previous 

research in perception of halftoned images and with visual observations.
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6.2.3 Analysis of edge distortions in halftoning.

In the previous section I evaluated the edge artifacts introduced by the halftoning 

algorithms. There is an increasing interest in the accurate display of edges by clustered 

dither algorithms. In this section I introduce an edge distortion measure and test it 

using the following clustered dot algorithms (Figure 6.6):

•  Ordered clustered dither with 4 x 4  matrix.

•  Space filling curve clustered dither. Image is halftoned using segments of a Peano 

curve [VG9I].

•  Adaptive space filling curve halftoning. The algorithm ensures that segments of 

the Peano curve do not cross strong image edges [BV95, VG95]. This results in 

improved rendering of edges.

In order to assess reproduction of edges significant image discontinuities are detected 

by the technique in Section 6.2.1. Because the strongest edges are present at many 

resolutions it is sufficient to measure edge distortions only at some coarse scale. More

over, I decided to account for the fact tha t human observers often cannot detect small 

shifts in the absolute position of an edge. Thus, small variations in edge positions are 

ignored.

Let W(a,6) and VV(a_j) be modulus of wavelet extrema a t a  point (a, b) of original and 

halftoned images correspondingly. The error at this point is defined as follows:

^(a,6) =  min |VV(„,6) -  W(o,;j)| (6.2)

where point {a,/3) is in a  close neighborhood of point (a, 6). The overall measure of 

edge distortion £  is an average of point distortions for a given scale.

In this work I measured distortions a t a scale 4 and ignored edge shifts smaller than 

3 pixels. The images of edge distortion errors and the numerical results of the tests 

are presented in Figure 6.6 in the right column. The numerical results closely corre

spond to my visual observations of rendered edges. Adaptive halftoning produces the 

smallest average distortion error. While, Peano curve dither introduces the strongest 

edge distortions.

I found that the signs of the distortion errors provide additional information in clas

sification of distortion types. A negative represents edges smoothed out by the
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Ordered clustered 4 x 4  dither (min=-4.37 max=7.23 , ave=1.09)

Hilbert curve (mln=-4.87 max=3.04, ave=1.28)

Adaptive clustering (mln=-2.33 m ax=3.8, ave=0.88)

Figure 6.6: Edge distortions produced by clustered dot halftoning algorithms. Halftoned 
images printed at 150 dpi are presented In the left column. The right column presents an 
Image distortion errors for significant edges at a  scale 4
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halftoning process. On the other hand, a  positive -É̂ (a,6) corresponds to strong edge 

artifact or an exaggerated halftoned edge. T he numerical results reflect the visual 

observations. Compared w ith Peano curve d ither adaptive clustering introduces less 

edge smoothing and also tends to overemphasize some edges. Ordered dither and 

Peano curve result in similar edge smoothing, while ordered dither may create strong 

artificial edges.

6 .2 .4  S u m m a r y

The main contribution of this research is the introduction of the edge based measures 

for evaluation of photorealistic halftoning algorithms.

In this study I was mainly concerned with the appearance of edges in halftoned images. 

Two types of edges were studied: real edges present in the original image; and edge 

artifacts, created by the halftoning algorithm. Image edges are detected using extrem a 

points of the wavelet transform. Unim portant edge structures are eliminated using 

multiresolution edge analysis technique. I have derived two quantative error measures 

to evaluate significant edges and artifacts. These measures are formulated in terms 

of modulus of extrema points of the wavelet transform. The numerical results closely 

correspond to the visual observations and previous research in quantative analysis of 

halftoning.

This work is only the first step in the development of a  general multiresolution edge 

based image quality metric. In the future, the following avenues should be explored:

• The general metric should include information about multiple scales with appro

priate weights to reflect the effects of features a t different sizes.

• In this work directional information was ignored. The edge direction will allow 

the measurement of not only the strength of an edge but also its shape.

In the following section I use the edge based image quality measures to evaluate 

texture control techniques presented in this dissertation.

6.3 Q u antative evalu ation  o f  te x tu r e  control techniques

Previous discussion of the texture control approaches was based on visual observation. 

By using the edge based image quality measures I can evaluate these approaches quan- 

tatively and compare texture based techniques to the previous research in halftoning.
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Note, that this evaluation must be made in conjunction with the user study since no 

existing quantative measure can account for all the properties of the human visual 

system.

6 .3 .1  E v a lu a tio n  o f  th e  A H E  p a r a m e te rs

My texture control technique relies on the arrangement of thresholds in the dither 

screen to shape the halftoning texture. I investigated the use of the adaptive histogram 

equalization (AHE) algorithms to convert an arbitrary image into a dither screen 

with the desired distribution o f threshold values (Section 4.2). Two parameters of the 

AHE algorithm control the scale of texture features in the resulting halftoning: the 

processing block size, and the clipping of histogram values (the CLAHE algorithm). 

I use the measure of halftoning artifacts (Section 6.2.2) to evaluate the influence of 

these parameters on the appearance of texture.

The motivation to use this measure comes from its ability to  estimate edge artifacts in

troduced by the halftoning algorithm. Artificial edges of the texture control technique 

correspond mainly to the halftoning texture defined by the dither screen. Therefore, 

analysis of artificial edges provides a  quantative measure of the appearance of the 

halftoning texture.

I evaluated the influence of the AHE parameters on the resulting texture by measuring 

the edges in the halftoning of the ramp with the "wrinkled paper” texture (Figure

4.1). These results are presented in Figure 6.7. The block size parameter of the 

AHE algorithm allows us to select the size of texture features present in the resulting 

halftoning. This observation is supported by the measure of edge artifacts. The AHE 

algorithm with the 8x8 processing blocks produces stronger artifacts a t the coarser 

resolutions than the AHE w ith the 4x4 blocks. However, the increase of the size of 

processing blocks eliminates texture features a t fine scales. Thus, the edge artifacts 

at fine scales are higher for the 4x4 blocks than for the 8x8 blocks.

The contrast limited AHE (CLAHE) was introduced to preserve texture features a t a 

wide range of scales and is achieved by the clipping of histogram values. Indeed, the 

edge artifacts that correspond to  the CLAHE algorithms with 4x4 processing blocks 

are similar to those of the AHE algorithm with 4x4 blocks at fine scales and to the 

AHE with 8x8 blocks at coarser scales. Moreover, the 50% clipping produces coarser 

halftoning textures than the 75% clipping and thus the corresponding edge artifacts
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AHE with 4x4 
processing regions

AHE
parameters: The strength of edge artifacts

Region
size

Clipping

4x4 no clipping (AHE) 97.40 42.28 27.23 18-27 9.53
8x8 no clipping (AHE) 97.55 46.45 37.61 25.63 11.82
4x4 75 % (CLAHE) 97.55 41.84 27.92 20.25 12.18
4x4 50 % (CLAHE) 97.27 43.29 30.87 23.21 15.07

AHE with 8x8 
processing regions

CLAHE with 4x4 
processing regions and 

75% clipping

100
90
80
70
60
50
40
30
20

■AHE-4'
■AHE-8'

GLAHE-4:75'
CLAHE-4:50'

3 541 2
Resolution

CLAHE with 4x4 
processing regions and 

50% clipping

Figure 6.7: The measure of edge artifacts is used for evaluation of the parameters of the 
AHE algorithm. The increase in the in size of the processing blocks leads to the increase in 
the size of texture features in the resulting texture. Thus, magnitude of the edge artifacts 
at coarser scale is higher for the AHE with 8x8 blocks than  for the 4x4 blocks. The use 
of the histogram clipping by the CLAHE algorithm results in the appearance of texture 
features at a wide range of scales. Thus, the corresponding edge artifacts for the CLAHE 
algorithm are similar to those of the AHE with the 4x4 blocks at high resolutions and to 
the AHE with the 8x8 blocks at coarser scales.
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are stronger a t low resolutions.

6 .3 .2  E v a lu a tio n  o f  th e  error  d iffu sion  p a r a m e te rs

I control the contrast of the halftoning texture by combining ordered dithering with 

the error diffusion algorithm (Section 4.4). The reduction of texture contest results in 

weakening of edge artifacts a t coarse scales. Thus, the measure of edge artifacts can 

be used to assess the influence of error diffusion parameters on the halftoning texture.

The error diffusion algorithm is controlled by two parameters: a  is the influence of 

approximation errors on the output for the current pixel (Equation 4.10); and the 

size of the approximation regions. I evaluate the effect of these parameters using the 

halftoning of the gray scale ramp with the “stone” texture (Figure 4.6). The fragment 

of the ramp that is used in this evaluation and the numerical values of the measure 

are presented in Figure 6.8.

The increase of the a  parameter corresponds to the higher weight of approximation 

errors and leads to softer textures. Thus, the strength of artificial edges is decreasing 

for the coarse scales and increases a t the fine scales. The a  =  I. corresponds to the 

full error diffusion and is the closest to the Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion algorithm 

with constant threshold. However, artificial edges of the Floyd-Steinberg algorithm 

are significantly smaller a t coarser scales than those introduced by the halftoning with 

the dither screen. This effect is explained by the visibility of textures even for a  =  1. 

and proves tha t full error diffusion preserves texture features of the dither screen.

I control the dot clustering of the resulting halftoning by increasing the size of approx

imation regions. I compare artificial edges produced by error diffusion with or =  1. 

and various sizes of the approximation regions: I pixel, 2x2 pixels, and 4x4 pixels 

(Figure 6.8). The clustering effect increases the strength of edges a t coarser scales. 

Never the less, error diffusion with 4x4 approximation regions introduces less edges 

at coarser scale and thus less clustering than ordered dither without error diffusion 

a  =  0 . .

6 .3 .3  E v a lu a tio n  o f  p h o to r e a lis t ic  h a lf to n in g  r e su lts

Previously, I used the multiscale edge measure to assess artificial edges introduced 

by halftoning with different parameters. Here I apply multiscale analysis to evaluate 

the accuracy of image reproduction in photorealistic halftoning. In particular, I use
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a  =  0.

a  =  0.5

Error
diffusion

parameters:
The strength of edge artifacts

a Region
size

0.0
0.5

1
1

97.20
100.69

39.28
26.16

17.95
10.57

8.12
4.99

4.31
3.69

1.0 1 104.66 21.19 5.46 2.10 2.95
1.0
1.0

2x2
4x4

97.832
97.92

37.78
39.44

12.12
18.07

3.71
6.16

3.20
3.55

Floyd-Steinberg with constant threshold
109.47 14.12 2.82 1.45 1.02

a  =  1.0

a  =  1.0 2x2 regions

120
"0.0" —  
"0.5" —  
" 1 . 0 "  - - -  

1.0 :2 " -4>- 
1.0:4"

100

80

60

40

20

3 52 41
Resolution

a  =  1.0 4x4 regions

Figure 6.8: The a  parameter of the error diffusion and the size of the approximation region 
influence the contrast of the halftoning texture. The increase in a  corresponds to softer 
textures and reduces the strength of artificial edges a t coarse scales. However, the increase 
of the approximation regions leads to texture clustering and stronger texture edges for the 
same param eter a .
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Table 6.2: Edge distortions of the photograph “Lena”

Algorithm Edge distortions 
c2 (3 (4 (5

Floyd-Steinberg 101.5 3.4 0.42 0.28 0.28
Jarvis edge enhancement 76.4 4.9 0.69 0.41 0.33
Partial error diffusion 87.2 3.4 0.45 0.31 0.30
CLAHE 4x4 regions 50 & clipping 93.37 3.7 0.42 0.29 0.27

the edge distortion measure (Section 6.2.3) to compare the halftoning results of the 

photograph ‘̂ Lena”. The goal of this study  is to evaluate the distortion of textures 

and edges produced by different halftoning approaches (Figure 6.2):

•  Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion [FS76];

•  Jarvis et. al. [JJN76] edge enhancement combined with error diffusion;

•  The partial error diffusion of Eschbach and Knox [EK91] (a  =  0.7);

• Halftoning with the CLAHE generated d ither screen and full error diffusion, 

developed in this dissertation.

I compare the gray scale photograph w ith the halftoning results by detecting signifi

cant edges a t multiple scales and by m atching these edges to each other. I use 5 scales 

for this evaluation and the edges are matched in the 3x3 neighborhood. The numeric 

results are summarized in Table 6.2.

Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion produced the smallest distortions a t scales 2, 3, and 4, 

while edge enhancement of Jarvis et. al. generated the highest distortion of edges a t all 

scales except the first. These quantative measures support the previous observation 

th a t the pre-processing edge enhancement leads to shifts in overall tone of image 

regions with many edges (feathers and hair). Moreover, the Jarvis et. al. approach 

tends to overemphasize edges and amplifies image noise.

Partial error diffusion of Eschbach and Knox [EK91] increases the overall contrast of 

the halftoned image and thus the corresponding edge distortion measures are some

w hat higher than the distortion of Floyd-Steinberg approach. Unlike the edge en

hancement technique, partial error diffusion does not overemphasize edges and pro

duces smaller edge distortions.

I enhance reproduction of image edges and textures using the dither screen generated 

from the Lena image by the CLAHE algorithm . I combine ordered dithering with
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full error diffusion to guarantee the accurate approximation of image tones. The edge 

distortion measure supports my observation tha t texture control technique compares 

favorably against previous approaches. Numeric measures demonstrate that the use 

of the CLAHE generated dither screens produce less edge distortion than the edge 

enhancement and partial error diffusion. Furthermore, the edge distortion of my 

technique is close to the distortions of Floyd-Steinberg approach and are smaller at 

the finest and the coarsest sccile. Therefore, my texture control technique results in 

the accurate approximation of image tones and preserves image edges at multiple 

scales.

I believe that the close correspondence between my texture control technique and 

Floyd-Steinberg error diffusion motivates further research in the field of image dis

tortion measures. Even though we often prefer images with clear defined edges and 

textures the numeric results produced by the current measures are negligible close. 

Moreover, my previous study [BSV98] concluded the preference of images with sharp 

edges is subjective and depends on the viewer and the displayed image.

6 .3 .4  S u m m a r y  o f  th e  q u a n ta tiv e  r e su lts

I used multiscale edge analysis to support visual evaluation of texture control param

eters developed in this thesis. In particular, the measure of edge artifacts provided 

numerical estimates of the scale and contrast of halftoning texture.

The scale of texture features is controlled by the parameters of the ARE algorithm. 

Numerical measures proved tha t increasing the size of processing blocks enables us 

to select texture features of a  limited scale. Moreover, the use of histogram clipping 

allows us to preserve texture features of a  wide range of scales.

I control texture contrast using the error diffusion process. Numerical measures 

dem onstrated the reduction of coarse scale textures with the increase of the amount 

of error diffusion. Also, the use of larger approximation regions creates clustered 

dithering with strong edge artifacts at coarse scales.

I used the edge distortion measures to compare the halftoning of the photograph 

“Lena” . Agéiin, the numerical results supported visual observations and proved that 

the use of my texture control technique results in a  good approximation of image 

tones with enhanced rendering of image textures and edges.
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6.4  D iscu ssion  o f  tex tu re  control in  p hotorealistic  halfton
ing

The challenge of photorealistic halftoning is to approximate a  continuous image with

out introduction of strong artifacts. Previous research in ordered dithering attem pts 

to define a single d ither matrix tha t is suitable for reproduction of every image. I took 

a different approach and applied the image based texture control technique (Section

4.2) to generate a  dither screen for the halftoning of a  particular image. A dither 

screen is thus created using the CLAHE algorithm. Because the resulting screen con

tains textures and edges of the original image these features are guaranteed to  appear 

in the halftoned display.

I combine ordered dithering with the error diffusion process to improve the accuracy 

of tone reproduction. The full error diffusion is required to minimize the effect of 

the correlation between the threshold values in the d ither screen and values of the 

reproduced image. Thus, the resulting display is the close approximation of the orig

inal image tones that minimizes distortions of image edges and textures. Moreover,

I control the clustering properties of the halftoned image by adjusting the size of ap 

proximation regions of error diffusion. Thus the resulting image is less subjected to 

the dot gain of the current hard copy devices and is the alternative to the clustered 

ordered dither.

In order to compare the halftoned images I developed multiscale edge based measures 

of image distortion. I use the wavelet decomposition algorithm to identify significant 

image edges and to quantify their strength at multiple resolutions. I tested the edge 

based measures by analyzing the previous halftoning approaches and found a  close 

correspondence between the visual observation and the numerical results.

I compared the texture control technique to the previous halftoning approaches. In 

particular, my technique is an improvement over the Floyd-Steinberg approach [FS76] 

in reproduction of image details without the loss of the tone approximation accuracy. 

Moreover, the accuracy of tone approximation is far superior to the accuracy of the 

pre-processing edge enhancement of Jarvis et. al. [JJN76] and partial error diffusion 

of Eschbach and Knox [EK91]. These conclusions are based on both visual observation 

and the values of numerical edge distortion measures.

The developed measure of edge distortion is only a first step in the research of the gen-
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eral image quality measures. My experiments showed that the current measure is not 

sensitive enough to differentiate between the edge reproduction of the Floyd-Steinberg 

and the texture control techniques. Possibly the use of directional information and the 

incorporation of contrast sensitivity functions will improve the accuracy of numeric 

evaluation.
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Chapter 7 

Conclusion

Rendering of continuous tone images on binary hardware requires a halftoning step. 

A halftoning process approximates continuous tones by an arrangement of binary 

display primitives and is often associated with the introduction of additional texture. 

Conventional halftoning research a ttem pts to minimize texture artifacts. In this thesis 

I took a different approach and used the halftoning texture to enhance image display. I 

achieved this goal by controlling the halftoning texture and by adapting it to the image 

information. Thus, the control of texture in binary displays is the main contribution 

of this thesis.

This research is motivated by artistic  rendering and is closely related to the non- 

photorealistic area of computer graphics. The goal of artistic rendering is to express 

information using limited means of the display medium. The objective of NPR re

search is to develop tools that allow an artist to  render expressive images using com

puters. My research is specific to binary displays. It enables an artist to enhance 

image rendering through the m anipulation of halftoning texture.

My approach to texture control is based on previous halftoning results and allows us 

to define texture shape, direction, scale, and contrast. Image tones are approximated 

using a combination of ordered dithering and error diffusion. I use the property of 

ordered dithering to control the appearance of the halftoning texture. Similarly to 

previous research, my dither screens are created from dither matrices. The essential 

properties of a dither matrix are identified and approximated using image processing 

and procedural approaches. Further, unlike conventional halftoning, I combine dither 

matrices into a dither screen using mapping functions. These functions control texture 

scale and direction, and account for objective and subjective image information. I
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studied image based and scene based mapping functions and demonstrated their use 

in rendering photographs and 3-D scenes. Once a d ither screen is constructed, I 

use it to modulate thresholds of a parameterized error diffusion algorithm. Error 

diffusion parameters control the accuracy of tone reproduction and the contrast of 

the halftoning texture.

The control of halftoning texture is applicable to both photorealistic and artistic ren

dering of images. Therefore, my research is a contribution to both areas of computer 

graphics.

7.1 C ontributions to  photorealistic halfton ing

The texture control techniques developed in this thesis extend and generalize previous 

results of conventional halftoning.

•  The essential distribution properties of a good dither m atrix are identified and 

approximated. It is proven that contrast limited histogram equalization algo

rithm  transforms an image based texture into a dither matrix. Thus, dither 

matrices with desired shape can be generated automatically from texture im

ages. Moreover, a  procedural approach to dither m atrix design was investigated.

• It is discovered tha t the use of image based dither screens in ordered dithering 

improves the fidelity of photorealistic halftoning. In particular, I generated dither 

screens from the images to be reproduced and used them to modulate thresholds 

of the error diffusion algorithm. As a result, the reproduction of original edges 

and textures was enhanced.

• I developed and studied a multiscale edge based image quality measure. This 

measure allows us to quantify the artifacts of the halftoning image including 

quantization bands, abrupt texture changes, and dot alignment. Also, this mea

sure enables us to evaluate distortions of edges and textures of the original images.

7.2 C ontributions to  non-photorealistic rendering

This research is a new approach to expressive display of images. Instead of developing 

a  new rendering system, I extended and adapted to the task conventional halftoning 

algorithm. The following are the advantages of my approach:
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•  The use of conventional halftoning results in computationally efficient and accu

rate tone approximation in a  non-photorealistic style.

•  The texture control technique is not limited to any style of rendering. Rendering 

styles resembling traditional a rt materials and techniques may be generated by 

designing a  dither matrix with the desired properties. Unlike previous extensions 

of halftoning to  NPR [OH95, Buc96], the design of dither matrices is a well 

controlled process and does not require manual input from an artist.

•  I developed the control of texture shape, direction, scale, and contrast and al

low an a rtis t to map any of these features to the chosen type of information. 

Most of the previous non-photorealistic binary rendering systems were limited to 

the control of texture direction [SC93, Elb95, WS96] and none were considering 

texture contrast.

•  The algorithm is independent from the image source. Therefore, both pho

tographs and photorealistic computer generated images can be used as an input 

to the halftoning system. The system can account for any type of information ei

ther derived by an image processing operation, supplied by the scene description, 

or defined by an artist.

7.3 L im itation s o f  th e  technique

Even though my research contributed to photorealistic and artistic rendering of images 

it has a number of limitations and disadvantages.

Most previous N PR techniques control the individual placement of graphics primitives. 

For example, lines and dots in pen and ink rendering [SWHS97] can be moved tmd 

rotated one by one to match the desired tone and direction. The control of fine texture 

features — e.g. one brush stroke — is impossible in my system. Moreover, the use 

of error diffusion often destroys the shape of small texture features. Therefore, when 

compared to artistic screening of Ostromoukhov and Hersch [OH95], the system does 

not produce clearly defined texture elements (e.g. text).

The control of texture scale and direction is limited to piece-wise constant parameters. 

Continuous changes of these texture features must be correlated and require additional 

investigation.

The use of image generated dither screens in photorealistic halftoning often leads to
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noise amplification in the resulting images. Optimization based halftoning techniques 

often result in a  better approximation of image features and are able to avoid strong 

artificial texturing.

The multiscale edge based measure is only a  first step in the development of a  reliable 

image quality metric. The current measure does not take into account many known 

properties of the human visual system including contrast sensitivity function, texture 

orientation and viewing conditions.
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